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1.1 Introduction

This report captures the background, activities, 
outputs and conclusions of the Welsh Game 
Meat project, a feasibility study that aimed 
to identify the potential for sustainable short 
supply chains, local markets and increased sales 
and consumption of game meat in Wales. 
The longer-term aim, and outcomes of findings, from this project were to identify possible ways to improve Welsh 
game meat supply chains leading to the development of a more professional, sustainable game meat sector in 
Wales. Also to consider possible increased consumer uptake amongst a broader audience beyond the shooting 
community. 

The approved funding was to facilitate research and new co-operative, collaborative working amongst stakeholders. 
Activities undertaken included desk research, consultations, events, interviews, stakeholder communication and 
the creation of a final report aimed at building on the research base to inspire confidence and capacity; also to 
recognise latent business opportunities that could add value to the rural economy of Wales.

In terms of this wider outcome, the productivity and profitability of the Welsh rural land based economy could be 
increased through market development of what is currently an undervalued food product and which has limited 
added value or benefit realised in or for Wales.

Increasing the availability and demand for game meat produced in Wales can not only increase its value, bringing 
economic benefits to shoots, retailers and hospitality providers, but can help reconnect people with local and 
natural produce. It could also help to protect and enhance an important source of rural employment, social 
inclusion, habitat and conservation management, tourism plus adding value and promotion of its game produce.

At all levels shoots contribute hugely and directly to the rural economy of Wales. Aspects such as the local spend by 
shoots are a major source of farm incomes where land is leased and crops cultivated for free range pheasant rearing. 
Pheasant poults are purchased as is their feedstuffs; staff are employed to rear chicks and manage the shoot land; 
seasonal staff are employed to staff shoot days; contractors are employed for fencing, ploughing, planting etc. Other 
local shoot spend includes associated vehicles, fuel, clothing, food and drink. Game meat is a commodity with huge 
economic potential for Wales.

Meanwhile shoots provide a further massive contribution to the rural economy in terms of winter tourism and their 
economic input to the hospitality sector between October and February, an otherwise dire business time of year 
for the sector. Whether in the form of a local weekly shoot meeting regularly at the village pub or high net worth 
overseas shoot participants staying in 5* country house hotels, the value of this activity is immense in economic and 
social terms.

As such shoots add vibrancy to rural communities helping to make them more resilient and supporting wider social 
cohesion (including Welsh language) as well as maintaining traditions and local employment in rural areas. 

Welsh Game Meat Project  Feasibility Report
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1.2 Constraints
Constraints for the project were identified in terms of a lack of comprehensive, regular data collection and no 
overall definitive or quantified activity map by any one single body or organisation. Identifying barriers to overcome 
this meant engaging with the varied community of stakeholders and beneficiaries who were identified as key to 
the delivery of the project. The main risks to engaging/working with stakeholders and beneficiaries were lack of 
understanding, poor communication and limited buy-in/ownership. These were segmented and addressed in the 
following ways. 

1.2.1 Access to information
Primary producers (shoots) and game dealers run commercial businesses. It is in their interest to support any activity 
that will contribute towards promoting and protecting shooting. However they are naturally reluctant to provide 
commercially sensitive information or controversial views that may affect their business. To increase likelihood of 
engagement and provision of useful, accurate information critical to the success of the project, we:

•  Worked with the British Association of Shooting and Conservation (BASC) as lead partner and created the 
Project Advisory Group (PAG) to build trust and make use of all existing contacts, relationships and networks  
to identify and approach producers.

•  Used a variety of means to engage, including face-to-face through trusted brokers (including bilingual 
capability of project staff) and via joint/group correspondence and exchange.

• Clearly set the context of the need for the information and laid out the benefits to the producers/dealers.

•  Demonstrated that trusted, professional, reputable organisations were committed to working together to 
achieve a common aim and support the project.

1.2.2 Co-operation
There was some concern that potentially, some of the stakeholders and beneficiaries had different/competing 
agendas, and possibly some existing issues around working together. The risk was that if this were true, then they 
would not want to engage in this project if they could not see a benefit for them/their members and/or perceive 
disadvantages. We addressed this potential risk by leading on this project from an independent and neutral 
position and by creating a Project Advisory Group to enable all parties to equally and openly share their views and 
participate fully. We also kept all stakeholders regularly engaged through e-bulletins and email. 

1.2.3  Lack of ambition and confidence in the future
To some extent, the lack of co-ordinated effort to date suggested a lack of ambition and confidence in the future 
of successful game meat supply chains in Wales. The situation at the outset of the project, where revenue is from 
shooting and not much is expected from the sale of game meat with limited dealers/processing capability in Wales 
meant that quality game produced in Wales was being exported elsewhere in the UK and overseas and not eaten 
in Wales and that change was too difficult to imagine. We addressed this barrier by creating a strong and unifying 
narrative, ensuring momentum throughout the project through regular and insightful communication and by 
building confidence and ambition for the future by sharing data, information and knowledge gained from research 
for the feasibility study and discussing best practice examples and new ideas.

Executive summary 
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1.2.4  Perceptions of shooting
Shooting is constantly under pressure, including from activist opposition groups that focus on alleged concerns 
about the cruelty of the sport, animal welfare issues or wildlife crime. In addition, poaching continues, and is more 
organised now, and there are frequent attempts to link use of illegally held firearms with those that are held legally.  
All of which could have been a barrier to engaging non-shooting stakeholders around game meat. However, game 
meat (as opposed to shooting alone),with its health benefits, local provenance and versatility is a key route to 
widening knowledge and understanding among a non-shooting audience and therefore to gain wider support for 
shooting. We addressed this barrier by providing sound evidence and clear benefits to stakeholders in terms  
of investigating and developing game meat supply chains and local markets.  
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1.3  Activity
The key activity undertaken for the project involved:

•  An initial phase of research involving both desk research and gathering information face-to-face from the lead 
partner and other members of the Project Advisory Group.

•  A review of the key document produced by the Public and Corporate Economic Consultants (PACEC) - The Value 
of Shooting (Appendix 1).

•  A review of the 2006 WDA commissioned report - The Economic Potential for Game Shooting in Wales 
(Appendix 2). 

•  A detailed questionnaire aimed at gathering of information from Project Advisory Group members (Appendix 3) 
to identify gaps in knowledge and understanding and therefore scope requirements for research.

• A ‘snap-shot’ survey of game-shooting participants and other attendees of the Royal Welsh Winter Fair.

•  An online survey (Appendix 4) aimed at existing and potential members of the main membership organisations 
connected to shooting and management of land for shooting. Designed to ascertain a sense of the size/scale 
and value of the game meat produced by shoots across Wales and provide an initial assessment and scoping of 
Welsh game meat providers and the extent to which they sell different types of game.

•  A series of face to face, in-depth interviews, visiting a wide range of different types of shoots and associated 
businesses (including processors and wholesalers) in different regions of Wales. The objective was to garner 
insights into all aspects of the game industry and together with desk research findings to attempt to quantify 
the number of shoots in Wales and to assess their different types and outputs.

•  Telephone contacts with key suppliers, in order to obtain a better understanding of the issues facing the 
Welsh game meat industry today, from the perspective of sales to consumers and via food service businesses – 
butchers, farm shops, restaurants etc.

•  A short questionnaire aimed at attendees of key shows and events in Wales to ascertain some consumer 
perceptions of types of game meat and gain a sense and understanding of current consumption, barriers and 
levels of knowledge.
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1.4 Conclusions 
The Welsh Game Meat project was established to examine a number of key issues and themes pertinent to the 
supply chain of Welsh game meat. One of the most pressing issues was the lack of background information and 
Wales-specific data that would help map and quantify annual supplies of different types of game meat. 

To address this gap, the Welsh Game Meat project has reviewed available data and resources, researched 
both historical and current practices, (including a dedicated members’ survey – Appendix 5) and provided a 
comprehensive narrative with pertinent insights.

Working with BASC as lead partner, the Welsh Game Meat project team established the inclusive Project Advisory 
Group (PAG), so that for the first time a diverse sector cluster has brought together all relevant game organisations 
and bodies to focus specifically on Wales.

The desk research and in-depth interviews undertaken for this project show that the size, scale, value of the game 
meat supply chain in Wales is much greater than is generally realized. 

Other conclusions are that: 

1. There are many positives associated with shoots in Wales
•  At all levels shoots contribute hugely to rural economy via local spend; farm incomes (leases); employment; 

contractors; winter tourism/hospitality sector.

•  There has been significant growth in shooting across UK in last two years (Guns on Pegs, 2015-17) with highest 
increase in rural Wales (especially Mid Wales).

• Demand for shooting is increasing (anecdotally there are reports of 40% year on year growth by some shoots).

• Gamekeeping and associated land management deliver many benefits to wildlife and conservation. 

• Shoots add vibrancy to rural communities and foster social cohesion.

• The value of shoots to the economy of rural Wales is conservatively estimated to be at least £120m.

2. However there are also challenges for the game meat supply chain
• A lack of routine independent, reliable data on levels of activity and amount of game meat produce annually.  

• No overall strategic policy/strategy for shooting and game meat in Wales. 

•  No primary game meat processing facilities as Approved Game Handling Establishment (AGHE) are located in 
Wales.

•  Primary processor payments to shoots are often unstable and UK game dealers frequently fail financially. They 
cite processing costs of labour /collection/wastage rates/onsite FSA regulation/waste disposal/seasonality/
market price/low demand. 

• There is confusion amongst producers about the regulations governing the processing of game meat.

•  The regulatory framework militates against local processing and sales into the wider food supply chain. Whilst 
small scale direct retail sales to consumers are possible, the costs associated with on-site veterinary inspection, 
Food Standards Agency and Local Authority regulations hugely limit processing of game by local wholesalers 
who normally supply the catering and food service sector. 

•  The majority of produce from Welsh shoots, in particular the commercial shoots, goes to England or beyond – 
very little returns to the Wales hospitality sector/retailers/consumers.
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•  Large scale catering wholesalers and game meat distributors in Wales source much of their game meat from 
suppliers in England. This means a lost opportunity for local jobs in Wales and procurement of locally sourced 
and processed game meat in the food service sector.

•  As well as no primary processing facility in Wales, very little value is added to game meat by way of new food 
product development.  

•  A number of primary shoots are not equipped with appropriate refrigeration and/or qualified food handling 
expertise.

• Few multiples (supermarkets) stock game meat and consumer demand is low.

•  Most importantly there is no coherent professional/strategic marketing or promotion of game meat in the UK. 
Whereas red meat (lamb, beef, pork) promotions are well funded by a compulsory levy by livestock producers 
which in turn finances (e.g Hybu Cig Cymru and similar bodies in the other home nations), no such strategic or 
promotional body for game meat exists in the UK.

3. There are also many opportunities
The flip side of these drawbacks means however that there are excellent opportunities to develop a better future for 
game meat and the potential to add value and possibly create new businesses and jobs in rural Wales, in particular 
given some of the excellent advisory and financial support schemes offered by Welsh Government.

To develop a profitable market for Welsh game meat, above all the future of primary processing in Wales needs to be 
addressed. The single destination of most game meat from Wales is Willo Game at Bishop’s Castle and that continues 
to be an important facility. However, even when fully operational, there is more pheasant produced than can be 
processed via that site for a variety of reasons. Not least many of the Welsh shoots are a long distance from the site. 
Other detracting factors relate to the lack of shoots with chillers and the need for refrigerated transportation which 
can also result in many shot birds being unsuitable for processing as meat. 

To develop a significant market for Welsh game meat there therefore needs to be more well-resourced primary 
processors of scale to coordinate, connect and secure the supply chain on a more profitable, sustainable basis than 
has recently been the case. 

This should include pro-active sales teams to facilitate market development including exports, value-added 
products and opportunities to use waste by-products to reduce associated bio-waste disposal costs. 

Also at a local level, shoots need to be coordinated and collaborate better to supply the primary processor with 
well kept, quality shot game that can perhaps be collected from a single source in a given area or supplied directly 
to local outlets perhaps via regional pilot processing and distribution facilities. Developments could involve 
community chillers and/or community preparation units/cold stores to enable smaller shoots to coordinate and 
supply game ready for collection by a processor or to sell plucked/skinned small game directly to local outlets.

It is possible that Welsh Government Rural Development Plan (RDP) funds could help facilitate one or more pilot 
projects by individual entrepreneurs or cooperative groups to address the above opportunities. 

4. More added value for Welsh game meat could be attained   
•  Connecting and developing the supply chain of game meat from primary processor to existing Wales based 

food manufacturers of game meat products (e.g. pies, pâtés, ready meals). 

•  Creating new Welsh game products and branding, potentially with the help of the three Welsh Food Centres 
and/or with the many successful related savoury food production companies in Wales.
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•  Similarly there is potential for the use of game meat in pet food products which would contribute to 
sustainability and environmental objectives to reduce waste. 

•  A consolidated strategic policy and delivery plan could help facilitate market development, including export. 
This is particularly salient in terms of Brexit and the potential for international markets beyond Europe, 
including India and China where demand for protein foods is escalating exponentially. 

•  To stimulate awareness and consumer demand for game meat there needs to be a step change in perception 
and food trends. To some extent this has happened recently in terms of venison which is now more fashionable 
as a source of lean protein (albeit much of it increasingly farmed and imported from New Zealand). Given 
that many high end chefs and foodies value free range and traditional foods there is the potential for this to 
influence consumer demand following a successful TV series or similar. Such activity would form part of a wider 
game meat promotional strategy and market development programme.

5. Skills - training and education initiative
A clear conclusion from the study is that primary producers (shoots) would benefit from increased and more 
in-depth education around game handling in order for more and better quality game to enter the supply chain. 
Improving the current training available for shoots on game handling and developing better guidance on 
interpretation and understanding of the Wild Game Guide would clearly help, perhaps via LANTRA as well as 
membership bodies.

Similarly more training and guidance is required for butchers, chefs, restaurant owners etc on how to source,  
supply and use game meat.
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Next steps...
The Welsh Game Meat project was a short study (9 months effectively) to investigate and articulate the 
current picture of game meat in Wales. During this period significant issues emerged, most notably the 
urgency surrounding the available processing of shot game birds from Welsh shoots.

The project team has shared interim findings with the Project Advisory Group (PAG) and is publishing 
and disseminating this report to stakeholders. Meanwhile in response to demands by stakeholders the 
team has also undertaken additional work to inform the sector of available Welsh Government food 
business support schemes in Wales.

Beyond October 2017 and to build on this work undertaken to date, it is clear that a strategic plan should 
be drawn up for the future of the Welsh game meat sector. Indeed the recent document ‘Rural Wales – 
Time to Meet the Challenge of 2025’ (June 2017) by Baroness Eluned Morgan AM recommended strongly 
that ‘a sustainable Welsh game meat and shell fish strategy should be developed’.

As this feasibility study has shown, there is huge potential with positive implications for sustaining and 
increasing jobs in rural areas whilst also supporting Welsh food manufacturing and exports. It can also 
offer valuable knock-on effects for tourism and hospitality businesses and thereby help ensure resilient 
communities and supply them with traceable, local, free range, quality meat.

Wales perhaps has much to learn from Scotland where shoots are well respected and proudly valued a 
part of the country’s rural traditions and culture. Their contribution to tourism and ‘Scotland - the brand’  
has been widely acknowledged and highly prized game meat features prominently in Scottish cuisine.
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This background section includes 
content provided by members 
of the Project Advisory Group – 
British Association for Shooting & 
Conservation, Countryside Alliance, 
Deer Initiative and Game Conservancy 
Trust. Also information derived from 
shooting and countryside sources both 
on and offline and from other resources 
listed in the bibliography at the end of 
this report.
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2.1 Historical, legal and regulatory context of game shooting

Game shooting for sporting purposes has 
been popular in Wales for over three and half 
centuries. 
Sportsmen and women have not only gone out in pursuit of traditional game birds being pheasant, partridge and 
red grouse but also the less common game birds such as woodcock, snipe, black grouse, as well as hare, rabbit, 
pigeon, various species of wildfowl and of course deer. 

It is remarkable that a country with such a small land area, in relative terms, should be the home of such varied 
shooting sports and nowadays modern game shooting has evolved from what was once an exclusively royal 
pastime into a multi-million pound industry that is widely available to all walks of life and brings great sustainable 
benefits – economic, environmental and social.

The simplest definition of game would be, any bird or animal covered by the Game Act (1831). The laws surrounding 
this definition, dating from 1831, can be confusing and while some obvious game species are omitted, other non-
game species are included. Sometimes rabbits are classed as game, at other times they are not. Deer, which would 
generally be considered to be game have their own set of completely different laws.

2.1.1 The Law
As with all firearms laws, shooting live quarry is heavily regulated. Once again it is a complicated area of law. Some 
of the main pieces of legislation date back to the late 18th and early 19th century, subsequently amended and 
augmented. The most significant acts of parliament are the Game Act (1831), the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) 
and the Wildlife (NI) Order 1985.

Many other individual pieces of legislation also apply to shooting. All wild birds and most mammals are protected, 
but there are three categories of animals which may be shot under specified circumstances.

•  Game 
Laws passed in the 18th and 19th centuries classified various species of birds and mammals as game, and 
formalised the concept of close seasons, related to breeding cycles, when shooting does not take place. The 
principal game species are pheasant, partridge, grouse, deer and hare.

•  Pests and predators 
The law allows authorised persons to control certain species, which include crows, magpies, some gulls and 
pigeons. This must be done for one of the specific purposes covered by the general licences which are issued by 
the relevant statutory agency. These include conserving wild birds, crop protection and public health and safety.

•  Wildfowl 
Those which are listed in the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) and the Wildlife (Northern Ireland) Order (1985) 
can be shot during designated open seasons. They include various ducks and geese, coot, moorhen, golden 
plover, snipe and woodcock. They are protected during the close season.
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2.1.2 Game birds 
Game birds of all types have received legal protection of one kind or another since medieval times and have been 
reared and released for shooting purposes for around 250 years. The three key species in terms of volume in the UK 
are pheasant, partridge and duck. In Wales, pheasant and partridge make up the bulk of driven game bird shooting 
with a limited amount of woodcock, ‘wild’ duck and occasional snipe. Woodpigeon, although classed as a pest, is 
regarded as a game bird, and the purpose of shooting, under the terms of the general licence, is for crop protection.

Game bird shooting seasons

Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Pheasant

Partridge

Woodcock

Duck

Common 
Snipe

Woodpigeon
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Pheasant (shooting season 1 Oct to 1 Feb)

The pheasant forms the backbone of shooting in the UK, including Wales, today. According to tradition the pheasant 
was introduced to the British Isles by the Romans. Originally a bird of marshy areas and rushes it has adapted well to 
our landscape and is generally found on the edges of open woodland, and where hedgerows offer shelter and grain 
crops provide food.

The pheasant is a large bird; the cock weighs around 2lb and the hen about 11⁄ 2lb. Its diet mostly consists of seeds, 
berries and insects and it feeds and nests on the ground. Although there is a wild population of pheasants the 
majority of birds are reared and released. 

Today the pheasant is the principal quarry for driven game shoots. A hundred years ago only 15% of the bag in 
the UK was made up of pheasants, but now it is well over 50% and possibly more in Wales given the more limited 
shooting of other birds compared to England and Scotland. The shooting season runs from October 1 to February 1, 
however the birds should not be shot until they are well feathered, strong on the wing and fully adapted to the wild. 
In practice this means that many pheasant shoots do not start until November.

Partridge (shooting season 1 Sep to 1 Feb)

The red-legged (or French) partridge was introduced to the UK in the 18th century as a sporting quarry species. 
Nowadays about two million are released every year. The red-leg is native to France, Spain and Portugal, and prefers 
a dry habitat and hot summers. This has severely limited its natural breeding in the UK, but it has been successful in 
East Anglia, and the national population is estimated at between 90,000 and 250,000 pairs.

It has become increasingly important as a game species because it matures earlier than pheasants and its season 
opens a month earlier – on 1 September and closes on 1 February in England, Scotland and Wales and 31 January 
in Northern Ireland. This gives the opportunity to begin shooting in the early autumn and relieves pressure on 
pheasants in the early season. Most driven partridge shooting ends by the start of December, though the odd bird 
will be shot throughout the season where they are part of a pheasant drive.

Partridge is a medium sized bird, weighing about 1 lb and they are considered by many to have the finest flavour of 
all game birds. The grey partridge is native to the British Isles and flourished in the traditional farming practices of 
the 18th and 19th centuries. Historically it was the most popular sporting quarry and around two million birds were 
shot every season.

However new farming practices introduced in the 1950s saw a dramatic decline in grey partridge numbers. The loss 
of hedgerows coupled with extensive use of chemical sprays and changing patterns of cultivation are estimated to 
have reduced the population by 80% in just 40 years.

This trend was reinforced by the declining number of gamekeepers and a subsequent increase in predators. The 
grey partridge population is estimated to be around 75,000 breeding pairs in the UK; this is low enough for it to be 
considered a threatened species and it is a key concern of the UK Government’s biodiversity action plan to increase 
their numbers.

There are a few wild partridge shoots where careful management has ensured a sustainable population. On some 
other shoots grey partridge are reared and released, but in general today very few greys are shot. 

Woodcock (shooting season 1 Oct to 31 Jan)

Woodcock is a mainly nocturnal wading bird which inhabits damp woodland with open rides. Often found in 
pheasant woods, they feed in streams and on boggy ground, but prefer dense cover during the day. Revered as a 
sporting bird, the mysterious and often elusive woodcock has been netted, hawked and shot for centuries. Both a 
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resident and a migrant species, the woodcock is particularly common in south-west Cornwall, the Isles of Scilly and 
parts of Norfolk and Wales, but can be found in varying numbers in most English and Welsh counties. In England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland, the woodcock shooting season runs from 1 October to 31 January. 

Most woodcock were shot over dogs until the nineteenth century when driven shooting was introduced on a 
number of estates. Since the outbreak of World War One in 1914, woodcock have generally constituted a part of the 
bag on a ‘mixed day’ or as a ‘by quarry’ on a driven pheasant shoot or an evening flighting expedition. Dedicated 
driven woodcock shoots are now few and far between in England and Wales. Still a much sought after game bird at 
the present time, the woodcock continues to be regarded as a testing quarry.

Duck (shooting season 1 Sep to 31 Jan)

Mallard is the most prolific and frequently shot duck species in the UK and inhabits a wide range of habitat and 
climates, from Arctic tundra to subtropical regions. It is found in both fresh- and salt-water wetlands, including 
parks, small ponds, rivers, lakes and estuaries, as well as shallow inlets and open sea within sight of the coastline.

Game farmers in the UK do rear mallard specifically for shooting, as they do with partridges and pheasants. There is 
a limited amount of duck shooting in Wales.

Wildfowl encompasses all duck, geese and waders that can be legally shot across the UK. Most wildfowl species tend 
to be migratory and none are bred specifically for game shooting except the Mallard. 

Common Snipe (shooting season 12 Aug to 31 Jan)

The common snipe is a wading bird, common throughout the UK. Numbers are increased during the winter as the 
migrant population arrives. They live in tussock and grass cover on wet moorland or pasture with easy access to soft, 
boggy ground and small shallow pools. The jack snipe – a similar but smaller bird – is fully protected in England, 
Wales and Scotland but is on the quarry list in Northern Ireland.

Woodpigeon (all year shooting)

Woodpigeons are the most serious agricultural pest in the UK. They can feed on crops all year round and the 
national population is estimated to have doubled over the last 25 years, to somewhere around 10-20 million. The 
population is largely non-migratory but can be swelled, some estimate it doubles, during the winter months with 
incoming migrants. Shooting is the most effective means of control. It is carried out under the terms of the general 
licence. Woodpigeon is both the UK’s major agricultural bird pest and one of the most popular species providing 
sporting shooting. It is legal to shoot the bird throughout the year under the current general licence arrangements. 
The woodpigeon produces high-quality meat for human consumption. The most common methods to shoot 
woodpigeon are decoying, flighting and roost shooting. 

Woodpigeon decoying is the art of building a hide on a field where pigeons are feeding and using artificial or dead 
bird decoys to attract pigeons to within effective shotgun range (20 to 35 yards). To achieve the best results requires 
reconnaissance, considerable patience and knowledge of field craft. Hides may be built using camouflage nets, 
straw bales or natural cover. The hide is build large enough to accommodate the shooter, the dog and equipment. 

Shooting pigeons on flight lines is also very popular. Reconnaissance will determine the line of flight allowing Guns 
to stand concealed on the edges of woods or in hedgerows and shoot passing birds without the aid of decoys. 

Roost shooting normally takes place only during the late winter, Guns position themselves before dusk in woods 
where pigeons are known to roost and wait for the birds to return from their day’s feeding.  

Due to the higher percentage of dairy and sheep farming in Wales and limited arable farming, pigeon shooting is 
limited by comparison to England.
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2.1.3 Game bird shooting
Up until the late 17th Century, birds were traditionally shot whilst on the ground or perched, as well as being netted 
and hunted with hawks. With the improvement in shotgun technology in the early 18th Century, birds began to 
be shot in flight with the sport becoming known as ‘shooting flying’ from the French ‘tir au vol’. This method of 
hunting soon became more popular than hawking or netting, and by the mid 18th Century, due to better guns and 
ammunition, shooting became easier and thus more widespread amongst the aristocracy and landed gentry. Up 
until this point, all shooting was effectively walked up with the guns walking in a line and shooting birds flying away 
from them as they were flushed by trained dogs.

With the introduction of the double barrelled breech loading gun in the mid 19th Century, the art of driven 
shooting emerged taking its name from the French ‘battue’ - the beating of woods and bushes to flush game. 
Instead of walking towards the birds in a fairly random way, these shoots were more formally organised with the 
guns standing at a fixed position or peg, whilst the birds were driven towards and over them by beaters and dogs. 
This allowed for more variety and of course more challenging sport with high flying birds testing individual ability 
and technique.

Driven shooting became so popular in the late 19th Century that shooting schools began to appear, different advice 
being given on the best methods and techniques, with manufacturers endorsing different styles and subtly different 
equipment. This was the golden era of shotgun refinement and build quality, with the sport still only accessible to 
those with money and status. This situation continued until well after the Second World War with the 1960s and 
1970s starting to see a change in direction as the class system in the UK moved with the times.

The modern game shooting era really began with the socio-economic changes in the early 1980s that saw an 
increase in disposable income for many, coupled with a desire by high earning individuals to indulge in a sport 
that had previously been unavailable to them. There was also of course, a desire by some to use shooting to ‘up’ 
their perceived social status. On the other hand, many shooting estates were desperate for fresh investment with 
a decline in their traditional clientele and ownership. Slow to react at first, estates began to see the value that this 
new money could bring in terms of customers, capital investment and ultimately sustainability. Game shooting is 
expensive to provide and over the last 30 years commercial shooting has become more the norm and underpins the 
industry enabling sport of all kinds for all budgets.

Today, game shooting can be broadly split into three categories, all with their own unique attributes and 
participants; driven shooting, walked-up/rough shooting and wildfowling.
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Driven shooting

When muzzle-loading guns were the order of the day most game shooting was undertaken by a small group of 
sportsmen walking through the countryside with dogs and taking a pot shot at whatever presented itself. The 
slowness of loading made this a fairly leisurely sport, it was principally intended to provide something for the table 
and large bags were impossible.

All that changed with the advent of the breech-loading shotgun, firing complete, ready-made cartridges. The rate 
of fire was hugely increased - a modern shotgun can fire 20 cartridges in the time it takes to charge a muzzle-loader 
for a single shot. As a result the second half of the nineteenth century saw a revolution in shooting. Formerly the 
sport of country squires it now became the passion of great landowners. Driven shooting emerged, in which those 
shooting – known as Guns – were lined out below a wood and the birds flushed over them in great numbers.

To achieve this, the wild stock was supplemented by increasing numbers of birds reared and released by 
gamekeepers. On private estates, Guns are either the landowners themselves or friends and family and this type 
of shooting is sometimes supplemented by letting days to visiting Guns. The syndicate shoot, seen by many as 
a product of the late 1950s and the 1960s began in the mid-Victorian period, where members rent the sporting 
rights over land and manage the shooting themselves. In recent years, syndicate shooting has evolved again with 
the development of the ‘roving’ or ‘roaming’ syndicate – a group of Guns who pay to shoot in a number of different 
locations throughout the country. Syndicated guns, roving or otherwise, can range from a group of professionals 
and businessmen who might employ a gamekeeper and expect a total bag of 200 to 300 birds a day, to the DIY 
syndicate, which started in the early 1960s, who shoot over a local farm, do all their own gamekeeping and consider 
it a special day if they get 50 birds between them. 

Shooting along commercial lines first began in a small way in the 1920s when the more entrepreneurial landowners 
started to take in one or two paying Guns on driven shoots in order to offset some of their operating costs. Usually 
newly rich businessmen who were discreetly ‘recruited’ through a sporting agent, a solicitor or other intermediary 
and were equally keen as their host not to disclose that any financial transaction had taken place. Commercial 
shooting however continued to be a relatively low-key affair until the mid-1970s when a number of enterprising 
landowners and businessmen saw the potential of creating high quality shoots, modelled along private estate shoot 
lines, specifically for the benefit of paying Guns, in particular those who did not wish to be tied down to the same 
shoot or to commit themselves to membership of a shooting syndicate. 

Over the past forty years or so, commercial shoots have gone from strength to strength, attracting not only 
individual paying Guns or parties of paying Guns, both from home and further afield, but also corporate customers 
who buy shoot days to entertain clients or reward staff. Many of the smaller walked-up pheasant shoots are also 
operated on a business footing, letting out days to private clients in order to help defray some of the running costs. 

While a large commercial shoot, covering thousands of acres, might shoot once a week or more on different ground, 
a typical small syndicate might only shoot once a fortnight, or less, during the season. The shooting seasons are laid 
down in law for each game species and stretch through the autumn and winter. The predominant game bird for 
driven shooting in Wales is pheasant and then partridge and a limited amount of duck.

Whatever the type of shoot or quarry, a typical day’s driven shooting looks much the same. On each day’s shooting 
there will be a number of ‘drives.’ For each drive the Guns will be lined out in fixed positions, known as pegs; beaters 
are employed to drive the birds over the Guns. Behind the line pickers-up are stationed with gundogs to retrieve 
the shot game. A wild bird can fly in any direction, it can wander far from the place where you expect to flush it, 
it may fly too low to be safely shot or it may decide never to leave the ground at all. This is where the skill of the 
gamekeeper comes in to guide the shoot and assist the Guns, thereby deploying his/her in-depth knowledge and 
experience of the land and wildlife.
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The Gamekeeper

The gamekeeper is generally in charge of the day. Although the shoot captain, or manager, may be the overall boss, 
the gamekeeper will decide which drives are to be shot, where the Guns will stand and how the beaters will operate. 
It is his or her skill in ensuring that the birds are in the right area, placing the beaters and predicting the way the 
birds will fly that determines the success of the day.

Based on information from The National Gamekeepers’ Organisation, there are about 3,000 full time gamekeepers in 
the UK, around 500 in Wales, and a similar number who do the job part time. They work on farms and estates to look 
after the game species, their habitats and the other wildlife that shares them.

Gamekeeping is a very old profession. The first gamekeepers in Britain would have been the men who protected the 
deer from poachers in the medieval Royal hunting forests. Today, gamekeepers are still concerned about poachers 
but their main work is to help pheasants, partridges, hares, deer and grouse to thrive in the countryside.

Looking after the woods, hedgerows and fields in which the game birds and animals live is crucial. Most game birds 
need good grassy cover in which to nest, plenty of food and protection from rats and crows which would otherwise 
attack and eat the chicks. Hares need open country and protection from foxes.

Because lots of other wild birds and animals benefit from these things too, gamekeeping helps to ensure a balanced 
environment with plentiful and varied wildlife. 

Many gamekeepers also rear pheasants and partridges by hand for release into the countryside to supplement wild 
stocks. This rearing is carried out every spring, with the birds being released carefully into the wild during July and 
August. Some will be shot the following winter, but many will survive to strengthen numbers in the wild. It is the 
income from the shooting which pays for all the gamekeeper’s work.
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Gamekeeping can be a lonely job, involving hard work at anti-social hours and often for low pay, although normally 
the employer will provide a house and a vehicle. It appeals to men and women who love working outdoors and with 
nature. Often gamekeeping runs in a family and at busy times several family members may be involved, helping to 
rear the chicks or manage the woodlands.

Many of the younger keepers now learn their trade not from their fathers but in one of a number of agricultural 
colleges which offer a qualification in the profession. Like all things, the job has become more technical as time has 
gone by, and today’s keepers need to understand veterinary medicines, agricultural practice, and annual budgets,  
as well as retaining their more traditional harmony with nature and the countryside.

In 1997, Britain’s gamekeepers came together, forming the National Gamekeepers’ Organisation to encourage high 
standards and to explain gamekeeping to the general public. 

Rearing and releasing game birds

Pheasants, partridges, and some duck are reared and released to supplement the wild population. Typically birds 
will be introduced to their appropriate habitat at least two, more usually three, months before the shooting season 
opens. This is to ensure the birds are fully mature and adapted to the wild. There is an increasing trend towards 
encouraging wild birds on both partridge and pheasant shoots. However, it is true to say that driven shooting could 
not continue in its present form without the rearing and release of large numbers of game birds.

While a large shoot might release ten thousand birds or more, the typical DIY syndicate would release several 
hundred or a few thousand. However the techniques for rearing are fundamentally the same. Only the scale varies.

In the past gamekeepers would catch up hen pheasants at the end of the shooting season to produce eggs which 
then would be incubated, often under broody hens, and the chicks reared on the estate. Today a few shoots buy in 
eggs to hatch and raise themselves and a few buy in chicks, but the majority buy poults – that is six-week old birds 
which are ready to be introduced to a natural environment by way of a release pen.

A modern hatchery uses the highest standard of technology together with a team of experienced staff who have a 
wealth of knowledge. Automatic egg washers are used to clean and disinfect the eggs using jets, helping to improve 
the hygiene and quality of egg before incubation. All the machinery used for incubation and hatching are designed 
to cut out elements of disease with only healthy eggs passing through this stage. Fleets of temperature controlled 
vehicles and experienced drivers ensure chicks are delivered in high quality condition. These chicks are then raised 
to poults under strict health checks. Game farming is a significant business in itself employing local people and 
leasing land and pen facilities on nearby farms.

At six weeks old the poults will ‘go to the wood.’ They will be taken by the shoots to release pens where the process 
of introducing them to life in the wild begins. Release pens are sited in woodland, or among cover crops, and as the 
name suggests are large enclosures surrounded by a high mesh fence. Smaller pens may have a netting cover, but 
generally they are open-topped. They should provide about 12 square yards per bird. These pens, which contain 
trees and shrubs will provide ample shelter and food for the birds. Once they have become accustomed to the pen, 
‘pop holes’ will be opened – small holes in the fence which allow the pheasants to wander out and explore the wood 
around them but return freely to the safety of the pen.

By providing ample food and shelter the birds accept the pen as their home base from which they forage and to 
which they return to roost in the evening. The pop holes and open top allow the birds easy access and the pen will 
be protected by a low electric wire, to deter foxes, and tunnel traps to stop small ground predators such as stoats 
and weasels getting in. All birds of prey are protected, but keepers routinely use nonlethal deterrents, which include 
flapping plastic bags, strips of tin foil or even old CDs hung from branches.
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As the birds grow bolder they will forage further from the pen. Feeders containing corn will be strategically placed 
around the shoot to prevent the birds from straying too far from the woods and covers from which they will be 
flushed in the shooting season. However in the evening the keeper will scatter corn around the pen and whistle to 
the birds to bring them back safely to their roost.

By the time shooting begins the birds will be fully feathered, flying strongly and thoroughly acclimatised to their 
wild existence.

Walked-up/rough shooting

Walked-up - one or more Guns and their dogs will walk through an area thought to hold game, and shoot as birds 
are flushed from cover by their approach. 

Rough-shooting - is a form of walked-up shooting. It is more informal and usually carried out in small groups.

Wildfowling

Wildfowling is the pursuit of geese and ducks often on estuaries and coastal marshes. Wildfowling is mainly a 
solitary sport requiring considerable stamina and patience as it takes place on estuaries and coastal marshes during 
the winter months in wet, muddy and often cold conditions. The majority of wildfowling clubs have rules that 
prevent the sale of shot birds as they are shooting on estuaries that are mostly SSSI, SPA, SAC and Ramsar sites and 
the wildfowl are the reason the sites have been designated. Wildfowling in these situations is regulated by the clubs 
and the consenting authority, Natural Resources Wales, to ensure wild populations remain stable as a minimum. For 
these reasons, wildfowl has not been included as a subject for this feasibility study. 

Wildfowling is a very popular type of shooting across the UK and is very different to driven shooting, as individuals 
wait on the edge of estuaries, ponds, lakes, rivers and flood land shooting migratory and native wildfowl passing 
over or coming into the water usually at dusk and dawn.

2.1.4 Ground game
Commonly referred to as ‘ground game’ during the Victorian period, hares and rabbits have been pursued for 
centuries by shooters, gamekeepers and poachers alike. Unlike pheasants, partridges and other game birds which 
are deemed to be the property of a landowner or his sporting tenant, hares and rabbits can be shot by a tenant 
farmer or other occupier of rented land (or an authorised person holding written permission from him) under the 
terms of the Ground Game Act of 1880. 
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Hare
Unlike the rabbit (generally considered to be a pest rather than a quarry species), the hare has always enjoyed an 
unusual status. It is shot both for sporting and pest control purposes. Other than in areas where hares continue to 
be a serious agricultural pest, dedicated hare shoots are held at the end of each game bird shooting season for pest 
control purposes. Hare shooting has been disbanded on many farms and sporting estate. Indeed, a considerable 
number of shoot owners now refrain from shooting any hares at all due to the general decline in hare numbers 
which has occurred over the past fifty years.

Rabbit
Rabbit shooting was an extremely popular activity during the Victorian period when the rabbit was a major 
agricultural pest throughout much of Great Britain. Rabbits were, in fact, preserved for sporting purposes on many 
country estates at this time, sometimes in specially constructed warrens. Dedicated driven shoots were regularly 
held during February and March to prevent rabbits from eating young crops. Large numbers were shot on a daily 
basis, with exceptionally high bags being attained. Large scale driven rabbit shoots continued to be held on some 
sporting estates until the 1920s and ‘30s. Thereafter, rabbit shooting seems to have gone out of favour amongst 
the aristocracy and the gentry and became very much the sport of farmers, shooting syndicates, working men and 
members of the poaching fraternity.

Since the arrival of myxomatosis in Great Britain in 1953, which decimated rabbit populations throughout the 
country, the rabbit has become very much the preserve of the rough shooter and the gamekeeper or forms part of 
the bag on a ‘mixed day’. 

2.1.5 Deer and deer stalking
Six species of deer exist in the wild in the UK: red and roe deer are the only native species; although fallow deer are 
now normally considered part of our natural heritage, having been introduced in the 11th Century and possibly 
before. Sika, muntjac, and Chinese water deer were all introduced within the past 150 years. These six species differ 
in their geographic distribution, abundance, population growth rate, behaviour, and impacts.

It is widely accepted by government agencies, NGOs, and academics that deer are more abundant and widespread 
now than at any time in the past 1000 years. Deer populations have increased rapidly in recent decades due to 
several factors, including:

• milder winters

• changes to agriculture such as the planting of winter crops

• increased woodland cover

• escapes and releases from parks and farms

• greater connectivity between green spaces in urban areas.

At present, there may be as many as 2 million wild deer in the UK. However, accurate assessment of deer numbers 
is very difficult because deer are secretive animals and are free to roam the landscape. Evidence for increasing deer 
numbers is found in the expansion of their geographic range and the increase in deer impacts. Deer occurrence is 
not restricted to rural areas, and they are increasingly found in suburban and even urban areas.

With a lack of natural predators in the UK, the role of human control becomes more important. An estimated 
350,000 deer are culled each year. Road accidents are the second biggest cause of deer mortality. Despite this, deer 
are continuing to expand in range and have increased impacts, and it appears that current mortality rates are not 
high enough to prevent the rise in deer populations.
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In the last 20 years there has been an increase in deer numbers and in distribution in Wales, as in other parts of the 
UK. Whilst public awareness of wild deer in Wales is still fairly low, impacts on agriculture, forestry and vulnerable 
habitats are becoming more obvious, as are the risks of vehicle collisions with deer on the roads, and the potential 
role for deer in the epidemiology of certain diseases. At sustainable population levels there are also positive benefits 
including the production of venison, revenue from stalking and potentially, wildlife tourism. Not least, the native 
deer species (red and roe) are a key part of our natural heritage.

The Deer Initiative was established in Wales in 1999 with the aim of ensuring the delivery of a healthy, sustainable 
wild deer population in Wales. With so little known about wild deer in Wales, the Deer Initiative has carried out 
extensive research in Wales, covering the distribution of fallow, roe, muntjac, red and sika in Wales, and their impacts 
on forestry, agriculture and biodiversity.

The Deer Initiative provides advice and information on all issues relating to wild deer in Wales and their 
management, particularly in the use of Deer Management Plans and encouraging collaborative deer management 
through Deer Management Groups.
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Deer do not respect land ownership boundaries and the herding deer species in particular (red, sika and fallow) 
need to be considered and in some instances managed at a landscape scale. This often requires cooperation 
between a number of landowners.

Normally the first stage would be to gauge the need for deer management in the area, and this would involve an 
assessment of actual or likely damage, and the numbers of deer in the area.

Deer Management Plans are the key tool in setting objectives and management actions. The range of actions 
includes

• population assessment and impact monitoring

• direct population management: controlling numbers

• adaptation: forest and woodland design, and changing tree establishment techniques

• protection: physical protection such as fencing, and chemical deterrents or scaring devices.

To ensure high standards of safety, deer welfare and food hygiene, the industry has developed a comprehensive set 
of Best Practice Guides (available on the Deer Initiative Partnership website, www.thedeerinitiative.co.uk)

The main deer species in Wales are fallow, roe and red with a small amount of Muntjac. Different species have 
different seasons running between August 1 and March 31.

Deer stalking is a British term for the stealthy pursuit of deer on foot with intention of killing the deer for meat, for 
sport, or to control the numbers. As part of a land management programme, the aim with deer stalking is to reduce 
crop damage and to obtain food. Also, as with game bird shooting, deer stalking has long been considered a sport. 
Stalked deer are commonly shot with a high powered centre-fire rifle. Stalking sticks are often used to steady the 
aim of the rifle and to steady the binoculars when scanning the ground. 

A firearms licence is required to own and shoot a centre-fire rifle and there are recognised deer management 
and deer stalking courses to attain Deer Management Qualifications and a Deer Stalking Certificate (different 
levels available) and Large Game element of Wild Game Meat Hygiene requirements to meet the Food Hygiene 
Regulations 2004.

2.1.6 Game meat processing and sales
As outlined in ‘Game Shooting, An Illustrated History’, game meat, the end product of the shooting day, was 
traditionally restricted to the tables of the aristocracy and the landed gentry, or members of the upper middle 
classes who were rich enough to purchase pheasants or partridges from a licensed game dealer or via the black 
market. However, once bag numbers increased following the introduction of the breech-loading shot gun in the 
mid-nineteenth century, game became a much more readily available commodity and found an immediate market 
amongst the newly emergent Victorian urban middle classes. At this time, game was picked-up from the field, hung 
in braces on racks on horse drawn game carts until the end of the shoot and then taken back to an estate game 
‘larder’ where some would be set aside for house use and the rest either given away locally or sent to a game dealer. 
Traditionally, game was sold in ‘fur and feather’ and plucked or skinned by the purchaser rather than being prepared 
in an ‘oven ready’ state by the dealer.

This approach remained much the same until the late twentieth century although transportation evolved to tractor 
and trailer, van and lorry and dealers used walk-in cold rooms for storage and were starting to sell game birds, in 
particular, in oven-ready form, or even breast and leg portions as well as potted game meat, pâté and game cat 
food.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/3279/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/3279/made
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Following the introduction of the Food Safety Act in 1990 and the subsequent implementation of The Wild Game 
Meat (Hygiene and Inspection) Regulations in 1995, it became necessary for game dealers and other businesses 
selling, processing, transporting and exporting game to obtain a licence for their premises as well as to comply with 
recommendations made by local authority food hygiene inspectors and to adhere to voluntary guidelines set down 
in The National Game Dealers Association Code of Good Game Handling. 

Additional legislation brought in over the past decade or so to comply with EU rules has been extended to cover the 
game handling and processing activities of shoot operators, gamekeepers and others on private estate premises, 
both on the field and in the game larder. It should be noted that there are widely differing patterns of shooting and 
sales of game meat in different EU countries where in general game meat is highly prized. The impact of these rules 
as applied in the UK has however impacted greatly on the availability of local game meat, because it has resulted in 
a huge reduction in local processing.

2.1.7 Food safety and traceability 
In 2006, in the interests of food safety and traceability, the EU decreed that anyone producing and supplying wild 
game to a commercial dealer or related business, should be trained in anatomy, physiology, pathology, food and 
animal hygiene legislation and other relevant areas to a standard acceptable to the Food Standards Agency (FSA). 
Once satisfied, the FSA issued a Trained Hunter Identification Number. The only exceptions being persons producing 
small quantities of game for personal consumption, as gifts, to a local consumer or to a local retailer directly 
supplying the final consumer.

Despite being considered somewhat intrusive by some of the more traditional sportsmen, this legislation has 
enabled some accredited processors to sell game to supermarket chains, who demand rigorous traceability 
procedures for all meat products. Also for those processors to export game meat to Europe and elsewhere in the 
world. 

The Wild Game Guide
The Wild Game Guide (Appendix 6), produced by the Food Standards Agency, provides information on the hygiene 
regulations for food businesses that supply wild game for human consumption, and for people who hunt wild game 
and supply it either in-fur or in-feather or as small quantities of wild game meat. 

The requirements intended to assure the safety of wild game supplied for human consumption in the UK, the EU or 
elsewhere are set out in Regulation (EC) 852/2004 and Regulation (EC) 853/2004 (the EU Food Hygiene Regulations). 
The requirements differ depending on how the game is supplied and the Wild Game Guide explains the rules that 
apply in the different situations in which wild game may be supplied for human consumption.

‘Wild game’ in accordance with the guide includes:

•  ‘Wild ungulates’: hooved animals such as wild deer and feral wild boar but can also include certain feral 
populations of sheep and goats, in certain parts of the UK

• ‘Lagomorphs’: rabbits and hares 

• ‘Other land mammals’: e.g. squirrels

•  ‘Wild birds’: includes birds, e.g. pheasants that have been hatched/reared under controlled conditions before 
being released into the wild to be hunted.

http://legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1995/2148/schedule/7/made
http://legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1995/2148/schedule/7/made
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Some animals, such as deer, may live in an enclosure such as a large estate or park. If they are hunted, the fact that 
they are enclosed does not prevent them from being classified as wild game. Game animals with sufficient grazing 
to enable them to live throughout the year without supplemental feeding are also considered to be wild. All these 
animals must be killed by hunting to be eligible for human consumption. Wild game animals killed in other ways, 
e.g. by road traffic, cannot be supplied for human consumption.  

The guide distinguishes the different situations for producers, processors and distributors of wild game and 
provides guidance on the requirements that apply to each situation as follows:

1.  Hunting for private domestic consumption
  This is shooting wild game only for your own private consumption or to give away to family and friends for 

private consumption on an occasional basis. You are not a food business operator, so the EU Food Hygiene 
Regulations and the guidance in the Wild Game Guide do not apply.

2.   Direct supply of small quantities of in-fur/in-feather game carcases to the final consumer 
or local retailers

  This is where you are a hunter, estate or shoot that supplies all of your in-fur/in-feather wild game carcases 
directly to the final consumer or to local retailers that directly supply the final consumer and not to Approved 
Game Handling Establishments (AGHEs). You are not subject to the requirements of the EU Food Hygiene 
Regulations. However, you are responsible for supplying safe food under Food Safety Act in 1990 and Regulation 
178/2002.

3.  Supply of in-fur/in-feather game carcasses to approved game handling establishments
  This is where as a hunter, you shoot alone, as part of a shooting party or arrange shoots with/for others and 

supply in-fur/in-feather game to an AGHE. You are required to register as a food business with your Local 
Authority and comply with the general hygiene requirements for primary producers. This includes any vehicle 
you use when supplying an AGHE and your game larder, if you use it to store game before it goes to an AGHE as 
well as the specific provisions of Regulation 853/2004 that apply to the initial handling of wild game intended 
for subsequent supply to an AGHE.

Wild game includes...

 Wild ungulates Lagomorphs Other land 
mammals

Wild birds
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4.  Collection and transportation of in-fur/in-feather game carcasses to approved game 
handling establishments

  This is where you collect in-fur/in-feather game with or without your own game storage facility and transport it to 
an AGHE. You are required to register with your Local Authority as a food business and comply with general hygiene 
requirements for primary production and associated operations (covering vehicles, game larders and collection 
centres). The relevant completed Trained Person documentation at the shoot must accompany the carcases when 
collecting from the shoot and delivering to any AGHE, with the documentation submitted to the AGHE for official 
inspection.

5. Direct supply of wild game meat by the hunter to the final consumer or local retailers
  This is where you hunt or shoot, process and supply small quantities of game meat direct to the final consumer 

and/or to local retailers that directly supply game meat to the final consumer, and/or, process game meat for 
sale from your own retail outlet. You are required to register with your Local Authority as a food business under 
Regulation (EC) No. 852/2004. You are required to comply with the general hygiene requirements; you must 
have in place a food safety management procedure based on HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point) 
(Appendix 7) principles. 

6.  Supply of unlimited quantities of game meat to processors, retailers and wholesalers
  This is where your main business is processing unlimited quantities of game meat from bought-in in fur/in 

feather carcases and supplying it to retail and wholesale customers. You are a food business operator under 
Regulation (EC) No. 853/2004 and you are required to be an AGHE and subject to official veterinary controls; 
comply with general and specific hygiene requirements of Regulation (EC) No. 853/2004 and have in place a 
food safety management procedure based on HACCP principles.
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Approved Game Handling Establishments (AGHE)
If you process wild game and supply wild game meat and you are not primarily a retailer or a hunter supplying small 
quantities of game meat directly to the final consumer or to local retail establishments that supply this game meat 
directly to the final consumer, you are required to become an AGHE. An AGHE

• has to be approved by the Food Standards Agency (FSA) (if located in England or Wales)

• has to comply with both Regulation 852/2004and Regulation 853/2004

•  must ensure that animal by-products are handled and disposed of in accordance with Regulation (EC) 
No.1069/2009

•  is subject to official veterinary controls (by the FSA in England and Wales), including audit of structural and 
operational hygiene requirements and post mortem inspection and health marking of carcases of large wild 
game

•  may process only wild game that has either been examined initially by a trained person and, for large wild 
game, is accompanied by a trained person’s declaration or, in the case of large wild game, if no trained person 
was available, is accompanied by the head (except for antlers or horns) and all the viscera except the stomach 
and intestines

•  is not restricted in terms of the quantity of game meat it may produce or how local its suppliers or customers 
may be. Both the EU and world export markets may be supplied

•  has to keep the traceability records to identify from whom they have received in-fur and in-feather wild game, 
including verification of the hunter’s status as a trained person, for a suitable period of time.

An AGHE may sell on unprocessed game that has not been subject to an inspection but only to another AGHE in 
the UK or EU. An identification mark should be applied to small wild game if it has been handled in some way in 
an AGHE before it is sent on to another AGHE. If you process wild game and you are not within the exempt routes 
of supply and are not an AGHE, you are acting illegally. If so you may be prosecuted for breaching the EU Hygiene 
Regulations.
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2.2 Economic, environmental and community value

2.2.1 Economic benefits
According to the Public and Corporate Economic Consultants (PACEC) report of 2014, ‘The Value of Shooting’ 
(Appendix 1), shooting in Wales directly contributes £75million gross value added to the Welsh economy every year. 
Welsh Government research published by the Wales Office, 2011 ‘Rural Economy Taskforce Summary Report’ has 
shown that small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are even more important to the Welsh rural economy than they 
are elsewhere, and it is these SMEs that the 76,000 people who shoot in Wales support. 

Shooters pay for accommodation and services wherever they travel. Tables in pubs and restaurants and rooms in 
hotels and B&Bs are booked by shooters throughout the game shooting season, which coincides with the otherwise 
quiet winter months. Out of the game shooting season these shooters may well be paying to hone their skills at one 
of the 23 Welsh Clay Target Shooting Association affiliated shooting grounds, or at one of the hundreds of smaller 
clay shooting grounds.

Shooting estates source many materials and services locally, spending money with game farmers, contractors, 
seed and feed merchants, agricultural suppliers, machinery dealers, caterers and many other local tradespeople. 
The PACEC report also concluded that shooting supports 2,400 Full Time Equivalent jobs, often in locations were 
employment opportunities might be limited. 64% of all shoot providers in the UK say that all of their staff live within 
10 miles of the shoot, ensuring wages are being spent supporting local businesses and services.

http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/214839/Rural-Economy.pdf
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2.2.2 Economic potential and impact in Wales of Game shooting
In 2006 the Welsh Development Agency (WDA) produced the unpublished report ‘The Economic Potential for 
Game Shooting in Wales’ ( see Appendix 2) – The purpose of the study was to define the then current market for 
game shooting in Wales, including information on the size, value and geographical spread of activity. The study also 
identified and evaluated future related trends and opportunities. 

At the time of issuing, the findings of this report suggested that total direct expenditure on shooting in Wales 
amounted to at least £56.3 million and possibly as much as £65.5 million. 

The study refined both primary and secondary evidence, in particular how game was entering the food chain in 
the UK and exported overseas, seasonal price fluctuations and traceability. In terms of economic impact, the report 
concluded that game shooting could bring a wide range of positive economic impacts in the local economy, 
including the generation of incomes and creation of jobs. 

The economic contribution of game shooting to the economy in Wales implied that for each £1 spent on game 
shooting, a total of £1.49 would be injected into the Welsh economy. The results suggested that the shooting sector 
in Wales annually contributes at least £83.9 million to the Welsh economy and possibly as much as £97.6 million.

In terms of the contribution of game shooting in Wales to employment, the report estimated one FTE job per 
£34,000 of expenditure as a lower estimate equating to some 769 jobs, and one FTE job per £25,000 as an upper 
estimate bringing the figure to 1,409 jobs.
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In its conclusions, the report contained a number of recommendations relevant to the development of a game meat 
market in Wales.

•  Game Laws are amended to effect an all-year-around sale culture in fresh, smoked and frozen units and that 
those laws become a devolved matter. 

•  A ‘Game Strategy for Wales’ is considered by the Welsh Assembly Government for consultation with the industry 
with a view towards integration of current and on-going devolved policy areas and within the scope of the 
subjects covered in the study. 

•  Creation of a ‘pheasant symbol’ in tourist literature to allow identification of such accommodation readily 
available to take shooting parties and their non-shooting partners. 

•  A study be conducted into procuring game-meat within the public sector, which currently purchases around 
£8.1 million in other fresh meats and ready-made meals. 

The report concluded that the recommendations given were wholly realistic and deliverable, to ensure that the 
fullest potential can be realised for game shooting and indeed enhance further the economic backdrop of the Welsh 
countryside it supports.

2.2.3 Environmental benefits
Shooting estates manage a wide range of habitats, providing benefits to the wild game and also boosting 
populations of vulnerable species that are in decline elsewhere. According to the Countryside Alliance report, 
‘Shooting in Wales’ (Appendix 8), every year shooting estates in Wales spend £7.4 million on planting trees, 
managing hedgerows, cultivating cover crops and conservation headlands, coppicing woodlands and maintaining 
habitat, while wildfowling clubs remove tonnes of litter from the Welsh coastline. PACEC figures show that shooters 
undertake 119,000 days of conservation work across the Welsh countryside annually. The report concluded that 
such habitat management benefits rare songbirds, geese and waders, providing them with shelter, food and 
protection from predators.

Grouse shooting declined in the 50 years after World War II, coming to an end altogether in the late 1990s. The loss 
of shoot management for grouse resulted in the localised extinction of lapwings, a 90% decline in golden plover, a 
79% decline in curlew, an 80% decline in ring ouzel and a 49% decline in hen harriers. Supporting shooting across 
the 380,000 hectares of Wales that it influences will help ensure other valuable species do not experience similar 
declines.
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2.2.4 Social benefits
Shooting is woven into the fabric of the Welsh countryside. Some of the country’s wildest corners are shaped by 
centuries of intricate management, their beauty formed by the rhythms of nature working in synthesis with the 
efforts of the people who live there. Farming has played a huge role in shaping these landscapes, but it is shooting 
that has ensured that those farms continue to be infused with hedgerows, small woodlands, lakes, ponds and 
swathes of heather moorland. The desire to harvest wild game from the Welsh countryside gives farmers and 
landowners a motivation and often the finances needed, to maintain habitats that might otherwise be grazed or 
ploughed. It is this diversity of habitats found on shooting estates, and the passion for wildlife found among people 
who shoot, that makes shooting so valuable in the fight to conserve declining bird species. 

At a time when there is concern about rural depopulation and loss of community, shooting helps people relate to their 
local landscape. Joining a driven shoot allows people of all ages and backgrounds potentially to get into the heart of 
the countryside and enjoy the physical rejuvenation and clarity of mind that comes from getting close to nature. 
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3.1 Key assumptions
•  The need for this project was evidence based on existing independent research (Value of Shooting, Public 

and Corporate Economic Consultants, 2014), current knowledge and initial gap analysis provided by our lead 
partner, BASC.

•  The project aimed to provide a current report of valuable Wales specific research that was widely welcomed by 
stakeholders. 

• The project was innovative and supported new business opportunities for the sector.

•  The scale of the project and activities was appropriate for a feasibility study that could potentially pave the way 
for other RDP projects and investments by stakeholders.

3.2 Current situation and issues
At the outset of this study we identified a range of key issues in the context of the current situation that currently 
hold back development of the Welsh game meat supply chain. 

3.2.1 Policy and information
• No overall strategic policy for developing game meat food chains.

• Disparate organisations with varied agendas and limited sharing of information/knowledge.

•  Lack of reliable data on levels of activity and amount of produce (e.g scale and number of shoots in Wales not 
known).

3.2.2 Education and regulation
•  Producers (shoots) lack appropriate refrigeration and food handling expertise and therefore receive low prices 

often for only a percentage of the food produced.

•  Complex regulation (e.g different hygiene regulations for different types of game – e.g. DSC1 licence for selling 
venison locally but wild meat hygiene licence for selling other game locally).

3.2.3 Pricing and processing
• Game meat supply chain relies partly on individual dealers and contractors as well as some illegal operators.

• Producers (shoots) do not always get a fair price.

•  Game is a by-product of shooting and not high value compared to the commercial value of shooting sport  
(a day old pheasant is bought in @ 0.82p and dealers only pay 0.70p for a shot brace – or less).

• No game meat processing facilities as currently no Approved Game Handling Establishment (AGHE) in Wales.

•  It was estimated that the majority of produce from Welsh shoots go either over the border to England or further 
afield to Europe, with only a very small proportion coming back into Wales to sell to the consumer/hotels/
restaurants.

3.2.4 Poor perceptions and limited promotion
•  Poaching of deer leading to poor views of shooting, distrust of provenance of products and therefore lower 

uptake.

• Very little co-ordinated promotion of game meat to consumers.

• Limited research/evidence on consumer perceptions/barriers to uptake in Wales.
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3.3 Objective and outputs
The Welsh Game Meat project was a feasibility study to identify and evaluate the potential for sustainable short 
supply chains, local markets and increased sales and consumption of game meat in Wales. 

The objectives were to:
• build capacity

• facilitate a new cluster of partners/stakeholders and joint working

•  establish an evidence base to support subsequent RDP projects (including possible pilot or test project 
activities) to improve Welsh game meat supply chains

• facilitate knowledge transfer about game meat supply chains in Wales

•  pave the way to ensure new and wider sales opportunities and outlets for game meat and game meat products, 
leading to a more professional and sustainable game meat sector in Wales and encouraging consumer uptake 
amongst a broader audience beyond the shooting community.

The key outputs were defined as:
1. Project report containing comprehensive data, detailed analysis and recommendations covering:

•  Size, scale, value of the game meat supply chain in Wales (quantities; sales/markets; processing/added value;  
food miles; consumption) 

• Challenges/opportunities for development of the supply chain

• Barriers to market development (including regulation)

• Economic impact (employment; tourism; farm diversification)

• Community benefits/sustainability

• Skills gaps and education/training needs 

• Opportunities in tourism and hospitality (shooting + cuisine)

• Consumer perceptions of types of game meat in Wales.

2. Capacity building and knowledge transfer in regional/sectoral events.

3.  Defined project proposals for activities requiring further/other support including potential trade and consumer 
campaigns.

4.  Creation of a new cluster of partners/stakeholders capable of contributing to or developing one or more future 
projects.

Project scope & methodology
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3.4  Stakeholders and beneficiaries
In order to deliver the key outputs, we worked with a wide range of stakeholders including shooting and 
countryside organisations, land-based and environmental bodies, rural skills development agencies, agricultural 
unions, land owners and managers. The primary producers (shoots), businesses purchasing game meat for 
processing/retail and hospitality providers were also stakeholders in this project and the key beneficiaries that we 
expected to be working with in order to profile and understand the game meat supply chain and build capacity for 
development.

Stakeholders:
• The British Association for Shooting and Conservation; BASC

• Countryside Alliance; CLA

• The National Gamekeepers’ Organisation; Game and Wildlife Conservancy Trust; 

• Deer Initiative; Moorland Association; National Trust

• Farming unions (NFU; FUW; YFC)

• Welsh Government; NRW

• Tilhill and other forest/moor landowners/farmers

• Lantra; The National Skills Academy for Food & Drink Wales; Food Standards Agency; Wales Food Centres

• Opinion formers

• General public

Beneficiaries:
• Primary producers (shoots in a variety of settings e.g. on farm, on estates, publicly managed land etc.) 

• Game dealers; processors 

• Meat wholesalers; supermarkets; retail butchers; farm shops 

• Consumers
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3.5  Project approach
Our approach was to work with a lead partner, organise and manage a Project Advisory Group, attend regional and 
stakeholder events, develop and distribute an e-bulletin for wider stakeholder dissemination of the project aims 
and progress, and hold an end of project summit to present the findings and recommendations of the completed 
feasibility study.

We took a phased approach to the project and to stakeholder engagement to sequence the project in order to build 
momentum and enable maximum participation.

Phase 1: Stakeholder mapping and Project Advisory Group set-up
In this phase we mapped all stakeholders and beneficiaries starting with setting up core membership of the Project 
Advisory Group working. 

Project Advisory Group (PAG):
We set up a Project Advisory Group for which we provided the secretariat and managed a programme of meetings 
and activities. The purpose of the group was to:

• identify and map stakeholders and beneficiaries 

• scope/guide the project/feasibility study 

• provide inputs (data/research) 

• identify data/research gaps and ways to close these  

• contribute to ideas and solutions to develop supply chains 

• support communication of the project aims, progress and results via their organisations and memberships.

Membership: 
• The British Association for Shooting & Conservation (BASC)

• The British Deer Society
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• The Countryside Alliance

• CLA Cymru

• Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT)

• The National Gamekeepers’ Organisation (NGO)

• The Deer Initiative (Wales)

• Farmers’ Union of Wales (FUW) and Wales YFC

• Lantra (Wales), People 1st Cymru and The National Skills Academy for Food & Drink Wales

• Natural Resources Wales

We established and maintained direct contact with each of the core stakeholders on the PAG and organised face-
to-face meetings to scope out the feasibility study in detail, gather views and inputs and facilitate the sharing of 
information and knowledge across the PAG and instil collaborative working.

Phase 2: Research and information gathering 
This phase involved all the key research and information gathering. This included desk research, online survey, field 
research and telephone research. A full description, findings, analysis and conclusions is given Section 4. Project 
Research.

Phase 3: Collation and dissemination
We collated all the research and information from Phase 2 into this final report containing comprehensive data, 
detailed analysis and recommendations that have been drawn together from extensive stakeholder engagement, 
participation and input from key beneficiaries.

We shared these findings with stakeholders and beneficiaries who have been involved in the project.

Summary of project approach
• worked with BASC as lead partner

• organised a stakeholder event and set up Project Advisory Group (PAG)

• agreed terms of reference for PAG 

• organised PAG monthly meetings and produce activity reports

•  developed and implemented a plan for conducting research amongst primary producers (shoots), landowners 
and managers, game dealers, retail and hospitality sectors

• conducted desk research

• conducted an online survey

• conducted field research 

• conducted telephone research

• developed and distributed e-bulletin for wider stakeholder dissemination.
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3.6  Project communication
We delivered project communication activities via four main routes: face to face, digital, field research, project 
milestone announcements. 

Face to face

Stakeholder interaction was key to the success of this project, and to pave the way for future projects that will 
benefit from the capacity building and knowledge sharing in this study.

Face to face communications were delivered and managed through:

• Project Advisory Group initial stakeholder event and subsequent monthly meetings

• one to one contact with Group members from dedicated Project Manager

• attendance at key events by dedicated Project Manager and Project Officer.

Digital 

We made best and appropriate use of digital tools and channels to keep those engaged in the project informed 
and able to share information, to conduct aspects of the research and to provide updates and information to wider 
interested stakeholders. Digital communications included:

• dedicated project website (www.welshgamemeat.wales) 

•  e-bulletin (Appendix 9) to provide updates on project progress (to extend to wider interested stakeholders on a 
quarterly basis)

• dedicated Twitter account (@welshgamemeat) for the project

• use of email and meeting date tools to organise meetings, events, workshops

• use of online surveys

•  use of Project Advisory Group member websites and social media accounts to provide updates on project 
progress and calls to action for information gathering, invites to events

• online publication of final report.

Field research

Initially, the field research was conducted to gather data and information but it was also a communications activity 
enabling face to face/telephone discussion with producers primarily to provide further narratives and hear more in-
depth/qualitative views than those gathered through the online membership survey.

Press + media 
We produced e-bulletins to provide project milestone announcements which primarily aimed to keep the wider 
interested stakeholders informed. Where appropriate, bilingual press releases (Appendix 10) about the project were 
produced and circulated to relevant media outlets including trade and specialist media.  

This section of the report provides details of the research conducted in order to address the objective of the project 
to identify and evaluate the potential for sustainable short supply chains, local markets and increased sales and 
consumption of game meat in Wales.
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This section of the report provides details of 
the research conducted in order to address the 
objective of the project to identify and evaluate 
the potential for sustainable short supply 
chains, local markets and increased sales and 
consumption of game meat in Wales.
The project research consisted of:

• desk research

• inputs from members of the Project Advisory Group

• online survey with membership organisations

• field research/interviews 

• telephone contact/interviews with suppliers

• consumer attitudinal and anecdotal research at key events.
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4.1 Desk research
One of the primary sources of information gathered from a desk research perspective was the start point for 
this project, namely the Public and Corporate Economic Consultants (PACEC) report on ‘The Value of Shooting’ 
(Appendix 1) and this report refers throughout to specific aspects. Further desk research was carried out as different 
aspects of the project came to light and again these sources are referred to where appropriate. 

The members of the Project Advisory Group were all asked to provide a response to a scripted Information 
Gathering Document (Appendix 3) and following are the responses received that enabled the project to define gaps 
in knowledge and data that were taken forward within the online survey and other aspects of primary research. 

Other key inputs from the Project Advisory Group were provided by The National Gamekeepers’ Organisation and 
the Countryside Alliance. 

Towards the end of the research we discovered the previously unpublished academic report commissioned by the 
Welsh Development Agency in 2006 and this is included at Appendix 2.

Written responses were received from the British Association for Shooting and Conservation (BASC), The Deer 
Initiative and Natural Resources Wales jointly in respect of deer and the Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT). 

4.1.1 British Association for Shooting and Conservation (BASC)
As the lead partner in the project, and one of the partner organisations involved in the PACEC report, BASC assisted 
this project by interrogating the data from the PACEC report, together with their own information and data from 
consumer research reports, to provide the following key input

1. Size, scale, value of the Welsh game meat supply chain at all levels

a) How many game shoots/stalking activities are there in Wales and where are they 
  There are an estimated 2,900 sporting providers in Wales (PACEC 2014), including at least 1,479 driven game 

providers and 377 providers of deer stalking. These are underestimates as they do not include those people who 
take part in more than one form of game shooting.

b)  What size are the shoots/stalking activities and what is their offer/output (type of game 
and numbers)

 The estimated weight of game meat from the whole of the UK is shown overleaf.

  It may be possible to estimate proportions for Wales based on the proportion of UK providers in Wales (Table 1 
in PACEC 2014a). For example, 13% of the UK total of “other deer” are in Wales, so an estimated 14,300 other deer 
could be shot each year in Wales with a total edible portion of 127T.
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To break this down to provide an estimate for Wales only, by converting the percentage of providers per country in 
Table 1 of PACEC 2014a to actual numbers to estimate a total proportion of the bag per species derived from each 
country assuming that the proportions for:

• “Other driven game” is representative of the majority of pheasant and partridge bags

• “Avian pests” is representative of the majority of woodpigeon bags

• “Inland duck and goose shooting” is representative of the majority of duck and goose bags

• “Mammalian pests/predators” is representative of the majority of rabbit and hare bags

• “Driven grouse” is representative of the majority of grouse bags

• “Deer stalking (red deer)” and “Deer stalking (other deer species)” are representative of the respective species.

This results in an estimated Wales only breakdown as below:

Species Number shot Carcass 
equivalent

Weight      Edible portion

Individual  
(g)

Total  
(T)

Individual  
(g)

Total  
(T)

Pheasant 506,000 750 379.5 200 101.2

Partridge 171,000 218 37.3 90 15.4

Woodpigeon 48,000 260 12.5 90 4.3

Duck 50,000 750 37.5 100 5.0

Grouse 13,000 340 4.5 140 1.8

Rabbit 24,000 650 15.6 500 12.0

Woodcock/snipe 11,000 50 0.6 50 0.6

Goose 5,000 2,250 11.3 675 3.4

Other deer 2,000 25,200 50.4 8,900 17.8

Red deer 2,000 82,000 164.0 57,400 114.8

Hare 3,000 1,800 5.4 1,500 4.5

Species Number shot Carcass 
equivalent

Weight      Edible portion

Individual  
(g)

Total  
(T)

Individual  
(g)

Total  
(T)

Pheasant 13,000,000 750 9,750 200 2,600

Partridge 4,400,000 218 959.2 90 396

Woodpigeon 1,100,000 260 286 90 99

Duck 1,000,000 750 750 100 100

Grouse 700,000 340 238 140 98

Rabbit 520,000 650 338 500 260

Woodcock/snipe 270,000 50 13.5 50 13.5

Goose 110,000 2,250 247.5 675 74.25

Other deer 110,000 25,200 2,772 8,900 979

Red deer 74,000 82,000 6,068 57,400 4,247.6

Hare 73,000 1,800 131.4 1,500 109.5



c) Where does the game meat go (e.g. personal/shoot use, local outlets, dealer etc)
  A survey of BASC & CA members (Ellis, 2014) asked where shooters got their game from (rather than where it 

went). This found that most shooters eat game they’ve shot themselves, but that friend/family and small retailer 
are also important sources. The quantity of game reportedly eaten by this user group accounted for the majority 
of game available from UK sources.

d) How much game is processed and where does this happen
 Best to contact game processors to understand this, perhaps combine with a survey of shoots too.

e) What is the direction of travel of game meat throughout the supply chain
  PACEC (2014a) shows 62% game eaten on site or taken by shooters, 35% used as food elsewhere (e.g. sold) 

and 3% damaged or unfit for human consumption. This is roughly equivalent to the results from the BASC/CA 
consumption study (Ellis, 2014) discussed above for pheasant, but there is significant variation, with for example 
the majority (30%) of shooters reporting they buy their venison from small retailers.

f) How much game meat is utilised in Wales
  PACEC (2014a) shows on average across UK providers (including those in Wales) how much edible quarry is used 

as food in the local UK region (81%), elsewhere in the UK (12%) and further afield (6%).

g) Is there any activity in Wales where value is added to game meat and how much
  Current value-added techniques include burgers, sausages, BBQ packs and ready to cook trays, but these are 

generally provided only by local butchers and delivery is inconsistent across Wales. There are a few high profile 
companies such as Robert’s Country Fayre who makes pies and the Welsh Venison co who make charcuterie and 
Trealy Farm.

Species Source of game eaten at home (%)

Large  
retailer

Small 
retailer

Market Friend/ 
family

Shoot it 
myself

Don’t 
know

Pheasant 2.6 10.8 2.7 22.1 61.7 0.2

Venison 10.1 30.8 5.4 30.2 23.2 0.3

Duck 16.9 17.3 3.9 15.1 46.5 0.3

Goose 10.4 31.1 4.7 18.4 33.3 2.1

Partridge 3.1 13.1 2.5 23.3 57.4 0.6

Hare 1.4 19.2 4.4 25.1 46.3 3.6

Rabbit 3.1 16.0 3.4 16.3 60.1 1.2

Woodpigeon 1.2 9.2 1.9 15.8 71.0 0.8

Grouse 2.9 28.2 2.3 28.7 35.9 2.0

Woodcock/snipe 0.4 6.4 0.7 1.9 87.3 3.3
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2. Challenges/opportunities for development of the supply chain

a)  What challenges (real or perceived) are there for the development of the Welsh game
meat supply chain and how could these be addressed?
 Perceived – that game is hard to come by in Wales, Conwy butchers don’t stock game as they can’t get it within
20 miles.

 Real – shoots struggle to find a game dealer to buy their game, even in the relatively accessible areas around
Wrexham. This is exacerbated the further in to Wales you get. Presumably this is partly driven by the market so
simply incentivising a new game dealer in Wales may not be a sustainable option unless collaboration between
shoots is facilitated, or chillers provided.

b)  What opportunities (real or perceived) are there for the development of the Welsh game
meat supply chain and how could these be realised?
AGHE, adding value etc.

 Research by Mintel shows that ready-to-cook game meals could significantly increase the market throughout
the UK.

 Earlier research by Mintel said that “More accessibly priced game-based products like sausages and burgers
could tap into the pool of 20m adults who see game as too expensive”.

3. Barriers to market development

a)  Are there any barriers (real or perceived) to the development of the Welsh game meat
supply chain? For example, infrastructure, distribution, regulation.
 Survey(s) would be needed to establish this, but clearly geography is a big issue, with shoots often quite widely
dispersed and in relatively poorly accessible areas of Wales.

b) How could these barriers be addressed?
 Survey(s) would be needed to first establish what the barriers are, before understanding how best to address
them.

4. Economic impact

a)  What is the potential economic impact of the Welsh game meat supply chain?
For example, in employment, tourism, farm diversification.
 No specific data, but in terms of employment in general shooting in Wales provides 2,400 jobs throughout the 
entire supply chain and is responsible for £64 million of first round supplier spending (see PACEC (2014).

 With an estimated 2,900 providers in Wales, and assuming an even breakdown in roles across Wales and the UK 
we can estimate the following number of types of employees (See PACEC 2014a for more details).

http://store.mintel.com/poultry-and-game-meat-uk-october-2015
http://store.mintel.com/poultry-and-game-meat-uk-july-2010


Furthermore, assuming, as above, an equal breakdown in visitor stays in Wales as the rest of the UK, we can estimate 
the number of visitor nights spent in Wales from table 20 of PACEC 2014a.

Finally see PACEC (2014a) for UK (including Wales) full time jobs supported in the food and accommodation sector. 
In terms of farm diversification in general – see the latest Welsh Government statistical bulletin – see Appendix 1.

b) Does any information/data exist to demonstrate economic impact – locally, regionally, nationally

  Yes, according to Mintel, the UK game meat market is worth in excess of £100 million and increased by 33% 
from 2010-2015. This was mainly driven by increases in venison sales.

Number of employees

Stalkers Gamekeepers Other paid employees

None 2,610 1,972 1,595

1 Part time 116 377 609

1 Full time 58 232 319

2 (part or full time) 58 203 232

3+ (part or full time) 58 145 145

Number of visitor nights provided by  
shooting sports providers

On site Elsewhere locally Total

None 4,143 4,754 6,304

1-5 48,333 58,000 36,250

6-10 58,000 41,429 36,250

11-20 72,500 41,429 36,250

21-50 41,429 36,250 24,167

51-100 96,667 58,000 48,333

101-200 145,000 96,667 58,000

201-500 145,000 145,000 72,500

501-1,000 290,000 290,000 290,000

Over 1,000 290,000 0 290,000

Average visitor nights 31 28 59
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5. Community benefits/sustainability

a)  What could be the community benefits of developing the Welsh game meat supply chain?
  Economic and community benefits could be realised both locally and nationally, for example through increased 

business to game retailers, or the creation of more jobs in the industry in response to increased demand.

b) How could developing the Welsh game meat supply chain contribute to sustainability? 
  Better management for sustainable product, better economic returns, lower carbon footprint associated with 

reduced food miles.

6. Skills gaps and education/training needs

a)  What education/training is currently available (e.g. game handling, product development, 
marketing)?

 BASC offer the following courses and certificates:

•  Pre-DSC 1: This course is offered to equip candidates with the knowledge, understanding, skills and awareness 
required to undertake basic rifle shooting as required for the Deer Stalking Certificate 1 (DSC 1) Shooting 
Assessment. The Pre DSC1 course is aimed at the beginner or novice.

•  DSC 1: Designed for those who have recently taken up stalking and are seeking further advice and guidance. 
The courses provide an insight into, and a wider understanding of, deer stalking techniques and deer 
management. Successful candidates are awarded the Deer Management Qualifications Deer Stalking Certificate 
One and Large Game element of Wild Game Meat Hygiene requirements to meet the Food Hygiene regulations 
2004.

•  Intermediate Deer Course: Designed as a step between DSC1 and DSC2. The aim of the IDC is to advance and 
prepare students wishing to undertake the DSC2, and any novice stalker wishing to further their practical 
experience. The course is designed to equip the candidate with the support, understanding and awareness 
required for the safe and correct way of shooting deer, retrieving, gralloching, carcase inspection and lardering. 
It allows everyone to be supervised on their first kill and provides practical experience in preparing the carcase 
for human consumption.

•  DSC 2. The DSC 2 qualification is not a course but a portfolio of evidence that the candidate will gather together 
and submit for examination. This evidence comprises three stalks which are witnessed by an Accredited Witness, 
written up and submitted to the portfolio. These are then assessed and verified and providing they meet the 
required standards the DSC 2 certificate will be awarded.

•  Carcass and Butchery Course. The aim of this course is to equip the candidate with the knowledge, 
understanding, skills and awareness required to undertake basic skills in home butchery of a deer carcass. It 
is an ideal course aimed at the beginner or novice stalker to improve butchery skills. Safety and basic hygiene 
legislation are dealt with in a classroom situation, moving on to the larder carcass preparation area for the 
practical aspects of basic butchery techniques.

b) How much uptake is there for this education/training?
  Deer Initiative best placed to provide details on uptake of Deer Stalking Level 1 training that includes game 

handling/meat hygiene. 

c) Are there any gaps in skills in the sector/market?
 The Sector Skills Council is best placed to identify skills gaps and shortages.
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7. Consumer perceptions of types of game meat in Wales

a) What are the consumer/potential consumer perceptions of types of game meat in Wales?
 Survey(s) or focus groups would be needed to establish consumer/potential consumer perceptions.

b) What are the consumer/potential consumer views of purchasing and eating game meat?
 Survey(s) would be needed for more specific information. However, Mintel research shows:

• a lack of knowledge of how to cook or use game is also likely to be a barrier to usage

•  interest in trying game may also relate to health issues, with game such as venison offering a healthier 
alternative to red meat

•  almost one in five users of poultry or game would like to learn how to cook game, rising to a quarter of 25-35 
year olds

•  easy recipe suggestions for game or cooking demonstrations – live or online – could spark interest among the 
over seven million adults who would like to cook more game but say they don’t know how

•  more accessibly priced game-based products like sausages and burgers could tap into the pool of 20m adults 
who see game as too expensive

•  41% of Brits say they have not eaten game in the past 6 months but would be interested in trying it in the future

•  half (51%) of poultry and game users say they would be interested in trying game meat which is ready to cook, 
ie in a tray with a seasoning/marinade.
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4.1.2 Deer Initiative (DI) and Natural Resources Wales (NRW)

To develop a good knowledge of the size, scale and issues regarding the deer situation 
and venison market in Wales, the Welsh Game Meat project manager met with the Project 
Advisory Group representatives for the Deer Initiative and Natural Resources Wales. Between 
them, these two organisations were able to provide a good and in-depth view and analysis as 
follows:

1. Size, scale, value of the Welsh game meat supply chain at all levels
• Deer species in Wales (Appendix 11) – fallow, roe and red with a small amount of Muntjac.

• Seasons run from August through to April.

•  Estimated approximately 1,500/1,750 shot wild deer (includes deer from parks but excludes farmed venison)  
in Wales that enter into the food chain.

• Estimated approximately 300 of these have been illegally shot either through poaching or illegal shooting. 

•  Approx 50% of shot wild deer come from NRW managed land and the other 50% from a combination of private 
estates in North Wales, National Trust land (Dinefwr, Powis Castle), Woodland Trust land (NRW manage some 
and DI facilitate stalkers), some Forestry Commission England sites that are on the border, MOD land (Pendine 
ranges) and Margam Park.

• The majority of shot wild deer in Wales go to Willo Game in Wiltshire. 

• The rest goes to friends/family and local restaurants/butchers.

•  NRW run 4 larder tenders per annum - @ 750 saleable deer per annum (another @ 80 are road traffic accidents/
other deaths) the majority of which goes to Willo Game with @ 100 going to Roberts Butchers in Bala, North 
Wales.

2. Challenges/opportunities for development of the supply chain
• Venison has high market value and so there is an incentive to collect.

• Depending on location, opportunity to develop and market ‘local’ venison.

•  Monmouth deer project (LEADER funded project, Wye/Monmouth/Abergavenny) is a venison feasibility study 
just starting that is looking at how to turn a seasonal job into full time and add value through developing 
products and marketing (linked to food hub project). 

3. Barriers to market development
• Scale of supply – basically not enough.

• Seasonality (not full time job).

• Lack of processing premises.

• Lack of dealers/processors/sales outlets.

• Lack of knowledge/education about handling. 

• Lack of professionalism.

• Issues linked to secrecy, business rates, tax, waste.

• Issues enforcing food standards regulation – some exemption for processing at small scale.



4. Economic impact
•  No information/data currently exists to demonstrate economic impact – locally, regionally, nationally – 

Monmouth project will help.

• Potential for local and regional economic impact via marketing linked to tourism.

5. Community benefits/sustainability
• Potential community benefits through developing ‘local’ products. 

• Linked to sustainability via woodland management. 

6. Skills gaps and education/training needs
• DSC1 and DSC2 are recognised training courses.

•  DSC1 is the basic course run over 2 days and incentive to do it is around easier to access permission to shoot 
and can help with getting firearms licence if a person holds the DSC1.

• DI have about 30 people per annum in Wales taking up the DSC1 course.

• BASC run both DSC1, IDC and DSC2. 

•  Potential benefits to review of DSC1 combined with more training/education including around meat hygiene 
(Forestry Commission and NRW are currently lobbying for this).

•  Other game handling courses in UK on venison being run by Dave Phillips (chef ) although not currently in 
Wales.

• Develop training/education for outlets, chefs and staff that serve in restaurants about wild venison.

• Develop marketing/promotion and potentially local branding for wild venison.

7. Opportunities in tourism/hospitality
•  Opportunities for local and/or regionalised approach to market local produce from small producers – high value 

produce.

8. Consumer perceptions of types of game meat in Wales
• No hard data available on consumer perceptions of venison.

 Other:

•  Wild Boar currently low figures in Wales but will increase due to proximity to Forest of Dean and local release – 
rising issue, value in product.

• Feral goats in Snowdonia – on NNRs managed by NRW who cull @ 150 per annum.

•  Draft Action Plan for Deer Management in Wales recently approved by Minister and due to be launched after  
6 April.
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Deer Training DSC courses delivered through BASC (Wales figures)

During 2016

Pre-DSC1 6

DSC1 36 (15 assessment only, 21 did full course)

During 2017 (to August 2017)

DSC1 12
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4.1.3 Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT)
As the leading UK charity conducting conservation science to enhance the British countryside for public benefit, 
the Game & Wildlife Conservation Trust have for over 80 years been researching and developing game and wildlife 
management techniques. They use this research to provide training and advice on how best to improve the 
biodiversity of the countryside. The GWCT provided the following input to this project:

2. Challenges/opportunities for development of the supply chain
  A key challenge, in terms of supplying game to large food retail companies is ensuring sustainability and 

traceability. Demonstration of good practice, good record keeping, & high welfare standards are fundamental. 
In other words, the game sector needs to show that it has a healthy, natural product that is looked after well and 
was reared/harvested in a healthy natural environment.

  Opportunities: ‘Adding value’ to game meat, through processing, including pre-prepared meals etc is likely the 
key to greater consumption of game by the general public. Supermarkets are likely to play a key role here.

3. Barriers to market development
  A barrier to the development of the game meat sector is that we do not have a thorough understanding of why 

previous campaigns to market and supply game have not been wholly successful. Although game meat is more 
popular now than in the past, demand must meet supply and this is not currently the case. 

  Other barriers include concern over lead ammunition, concern over large numbers of birds released, questions 
around sustainability.

  Address by undertaking a review of past/recent initiatives, including discussion with major food retailers. 
By shoots, at an individual level, being able to demonstrate that their shoot management activities result in 
positive environmental impacts. i.e. that wildlife thrives on the back of running a shoot.

5.  Community benefits/sustainability
  Locally harvested food consumed locally is an excellent example of sustainability. As above, a well-managed 

shoot can lead to significant positive local environmental outcomes. E.g. more songbirds, more hedgerows, 
better managed woodlands, increased nesting success of ground nesting birds. (See Draycott et al. 2008, 
Draycott et al. 2012, Fletcher et al. 2010).

  Well managed shoots can have a significant positive impact on the environment (as demonstrated by GWCT 
research). However, poorly managed shoots can lead to negative environmental impacts.

8.  Consumer perceptions of types of game meat in Wales
  Celebrity chefs have done a good job in the recent past promoting and raising the profile of game meat. This 

needs to continue. Promotion by healthcare professionals of the benefits of eating game would be helpful.

Evidence of sustainable management of gamebirds leading to environmental benefits
Draycott, R.A.H., Hoodless, A.N., & Sage, R.B. (2008). Effects of pheasant management on vegetation and birds in 
lowland woodlands. Journal of Applied Ecology, 45: 334-341.

Draycott, R.A.H., Hoodless, A.N., Cooke, M., & Sage, R.B. (2012). The influence of pheasant releasing and associated 
management on farmland hedgerows and birds in England. European Journal of Wildlife Research, 58: 227-234.

Fletcher, K.L., Aebischer, N.J., Baines, D., Foster, R., & Hoodless, A.N. (2010). Changes in breeding success and 
abundance of ground-nesting moorland birds in relation to the experimental deployment of legal predator control. 
Journal of Applied Ecology, 47: 263-272.

https://www.gwct.org.uk/advisory/face-to-face-advice/shoot-biodiversity-assessments/
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4.2 Online survey

4.2.1  Methodology 
As part of the feasibility study, an online survey was designed and run, with the aim of providing an initial 
assessment and scoping of Welsh game meat providers and the extent to which they sell different types of game.

The survey was promoted to potential participants in Wales via four membership organisations – the British 
Association for Shooting & Conservation (BASC), the Countryside Alliance (CA), the CLA and the Game & Wildlife 
Conservation Trust (GWCT) - who were members of the Project Advisory Group. 

The survey was bilingual and five unique survey links each were created for English and Welsh versions of the 
survey, to allow assessment post-survey of how many responses came from each survey source. This resulted in 
English and Welsh links for BASC, the CA, the CLA, the GWCT and the Welsh Game Meat (WGM) website.

The survey was launched on 23 January 2017 and was closed at midday on 28 February 2017. It was therefore live 
for a duration of 37 days inclusive of the closing date. The organisations involved (BASC, CA, CLA, GWCT and WGM) 
in the survey promoted the survey link in different ways, for example on their own social media accounts.

4.2.2  Analysis 
BASC undertook to analyse and produce a full report of the survey results (Appendix 5) but the key findings 
provided in their report were: 

•  This survey was run from January to February 2017, and obtained 773 usable responses after de-duplication. 
The majority of responses (90%) were from individuals who shot game; 8% responded on behalf of a shoot in 
Wales. 

•  Of individual shooters, 79% shot game in Wales in a typical year. Of those responding on behalf of a shoot, the 
most common role within the shoot was shoot / syndicate member (36%).
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•  Responses to this survey indicate that respondents were more likely to be representative of shooting activity 
taking place on a smaller, non-commercial (e.g. ‘DIY’ shoot) level than of that taking place on larger scale, 
commercial shoots.

•  Shooting activity was most prevalent in Powys, Gwynedd, Denbighshire, Carmarthenshire and Monmouthshire. 
In terms of preserved counties, most individuals shot game in Dyfed, but the majority of shoots were located in 
Clwyd. 

•  Geographically, shooting activity may be partially linked to population density, as in several areas with high 
population density, lower shooting activity was reported.

•  For both shoots and individuals, the median number of annual game shooting days reported was 12. Shoots 
most commonly reported 11-20 shooting days; individuals 1-10. An estimated 42,452 ‘Gun days’ in Wales arose 
from the activity of survey respondents annually. 

•  Both individual and shoot respondents reported shooting avian game in Wales more commonly than 
mammalian game. Pheasant was the game type most commonly shot.

•  The majority of shoot and individual respondents did not sell shot game. The most common primary method 
of shot game distribution was keeping it for personal use or for friends and family, followed by distribution to a 
game dealer. 

•  The proportion of individuals selling shot game (12%) was lower than the proportion of shoots selling shot 
game (30%).

• The majority of shoots and individuals who did sell their game meat sold only 1-25% of their shot game. 

•  Of those who sold game meat, median days game was sold per year were generally higher for shoots than for 
individuals. This means the shoots surveyed reported selling game on more days annually than individuals. 
However overall, median days game was sold on were never greater than 20. Median bag sizes (number of 
animals shot) per shooting day were also fairly low. 

•  Median data should be treated with caution because of small sample sizes. Bag sizes ranged widely according to 
game type.

•  Overall, the survey provides a useful snapshot of trends and patterns of game shooting, sales and distribution 
among shoots and amongst individuals in Wales. However it is recommended that further investigation be 
conducted in addition to this survey, in order to be sure that any conclusions drawn were truly representative 
of shoots and shooters in Wales. This is partly due to small sample sizes for some analyses (in particular, median 
data). 

•  Additional research is also recommended that aims to understand why game is distributed in each way, and 
how much of the game meat sourced from Wales, stays within Wales. Such additional work could take the form 
of a further survey on a larger scale, or supplementary work such as face to face interviews. It is also important 
to recognise that shooting activity reflects geography, topography and current land use, and this too could 
represent an area for further study. 
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4.3 Supply chain field research/interviews

4.3.1 Methodology
Between January and June 2017, the project team conducted 20 face to face, in-depth interviews, visiting a wide 
range of different types of game bird shoots and associated businesses in Wales. 

The objective was to garner insights into all aspects of the game industry, and for the first time to attempt to 
quantify the number of shoots in Wales and to assess their different types and outputs. Previous studies have for 
example included an assessment of the economic value of shoots but the Welsh Game Meat project is the first time 
an attempt has been made to map and narrate the current situation especially game meat issues in detail. However 
it should be noted that the figures we have calculated remain estimates, albeit based on reasonable factual 
assessments and sense-checked amongst key stakeholders.

With the helpful cooperation of the Project Advisory Group (PAG), a desk review of available data was undertaken. 
However whilst organisations such as BASC and Countryside Alliance and others have contact details of their 
members, this information is commercially sensitive and subject to data protection. Moreover it does not include 
information about members’ commercial undertakings in respect of game meat. Neither does desk research reveal 
attitudinal preferences nor can it reveal subjective or incidental views which help complete the picture. The series of 
face to face interviews was therefore particularly insightful in highlighting current issues and hopefully identifying 
opportunities. 

The interviews were conducted with (a) shoots, (b) processors and game meat distributors in and for Wales. A copy 
of the interview questions for each group can be found at Appendix 12. Each interviewee was asked the same set 
of questions and taken together with desk research, the BASC survey and other available data, has allowed us to 
build up a valuable overall approximate assessment of relevant numbers. In particular interviewees were able to 
contribute useful information about shoots in their area and the Wales shooting fraternity in general and this has 
added greatly to the study. 

With advice from BASC and other PAG members the project sought to interview a representative sample of small, 
medium and large size shoots in different parts of Wales. In the main, interviewees were readily forthcoming and 
pleased to participate but not everyone who was approached agreed to be interviewed. However we are most 
grateful to those who did so over many hours in a frank and positive manner.

The number of in-depth interviews undertaken were 8 North Wales; 8 Mid Wales; 4 South Wales.

Looking at the overall findings of the research and taking account of the range of initial perceived issues, the 
following pages provide an overview of the findings of types of shoots, together with a summary of key issues in 
terms of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the development of the game meat supply chain  
in Wales. Particular aspects are highlighted and illustrated in some of the case studies.
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4.3.2  Findings
Types of shoots in Wales
From the interviews we have ascertained that broadly speaking there are three main categories of shoot in Wales.   

1. Small scale syndicate or club shoots
Firstly there is the small scale shoot, which is often a local club or syndicate group. Typically they will be ‘self-
keepered’, that is to say all aspects of the shoot are managed by members of the group on a voluntary basis. Many 
of this type of shoot are members of BASC which provides insurance and a range of support to this traditional type 
of community based shoot. The number of active participants in any one syndicate varies but they usually comprise 
between 10 and 30 paying members. There are usually 8 or 9 ‘guns on peg’ participants per shoot.

The turnover and direct spend of such shoots is estimated to be in the range £5k-£25k per shoot. It is difficult to 
quantify exactly the number of shoots in this category but we estimate that there are some 200-400 in Wales and 
therefore afford probably up to £10 million per annum direct local inputs to the rural economy, plus additional 
personal spends on related transport, clothing, gundogs, food and drink. Allowing for inflation, these estimates are 
broadly in line with findings from the 2006 WDA report at Appendix 2.

Although the bag size varies, this type of shoot might result in 50 shot birds on an average day, mainly pheasant but 
sometimes partridge and occasional woodcock or snipe. Typically such a small shoot might shoot on 10 days a year. 
Over the annual season therefore per small shoot, this might amount to some 500 birds shot and consumed in rural 
Wales in this way.  

Generally speaking the small syndicates do not seek to sell the game birds they shoot. More usually they will be 
distributed amongst group members and their guests (if any) or given to friends and family to cook at home or 
perhaps in the pub. 

Whilst in the main these small shoots do not operate overly commercially, the demand for shooting opportunities 
means that some sell occasional days or half days to offset costs.  

We estimate the number of this type of shoot to be about 200-400 in Wales. Overall this results in an estimated 
£1m-£10m contribution to the rural economy.

The annual output of shot birds by small shoots is estimated at 100,000–200,000.
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2. The traditional estate shoot
A second category of shoot is the traditional estate shoot which usually forms part of a wider farm and land 
enterprise. Historically an estate or owner would employ a gamekeeper and provide accommodation as part of 
the estate management and farm operations. The gamekeeper’s duties would include vermin control, habitat 
conservation as well as managing all aspects of the shoot in the season. These days however the gamekeeper is 
more likely to be self-employed and often nowadays part-time. 

Shoot days are traditionally hosted by the landowner for his/her guests including business acquaintances. Whilst 
this is still the case for some shoots, costs plus the ever increasing demand for shooting days have led to additional 
days being sold lucratively to individuals or groups on a commercial basis. Participants normally feature 8 -10 ‘guns 
on peg’ per shoot day.

As well as distributing to friends and family, this category of shoot will look to sell much of the shot birds from the 
day to a game dealer. Dressed birds, either fresh or frozen, would be returned and provided to guns on subsequent 
shoots.

The number of shoot days varies a lot on this type of estate (between 10 and 25 days). The average day’s bag 
estimate is 150-200.

We estimate the number of this type of shoot to be about 20-30 with an annual turnover of £100k-£150k+ each. 
Overall this results in an estimated £2-£6m+ contribution to the rural economy plus additional personal spends 
locally on transport, food and drink etc.

The total annual output of shot birds by these estate type shoots is estimated at somewhere up to 150,000.
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3. Fully commercial shoots  
A third, and in many ways, the most significant group are the wholly commercial shoots. These enterprises have 
developed rapidly over the past decade and have reportedly seen 40% year on year growth, especially in Mid Wales.

As successful businesses they are professionally managed shoots on large tracts of owned or leased land in different 
locations. In some cases the business may operate several shoots both in Wales and elsewhere such as the Borders 
or the West Country and even overseas. They also attract an international clientele who expect the very highest 
standards of sport, hospitality and operations.

Alongside their expenditure with the shoot businesses, participants in these type of shoots undoubtedly contribute 
most to the rural economy in terms of spend in the hospitality sector. The shoots appeal to high net worth 
individuals who seek a quality or luxury experience for which they are prepared to pay very well. In fact, availability 
of enough high quality accommodation and services is something of a problem during the shooting season. This 
has led to some shoots diversifying to provide suitable facilities and expanding into hotel accommodation. A 
number of interviewees highlighted this issue and the fact that Visit Wales is not engaged or even aware of this 
important aspect of out of season tourism, unlike Scotland where game shoots are valued and actively promoted 
(see www.visitscotland.com).   

On fully commercial shoots a typical day’s shooting might be sold for £1.5k-£2.5k per gun per day grossing 
£10k-25k. Sometimes the guns’ fees are calculated on a per bird basis based on the estimated bag for the day, so 
for example, £45 per bird x say 350 resulting in £15,750 for the complete day. The day’s bag average is 250-400 
(sometimes more).  

The number of days shooting by commercial shoots varies but we suggest an average of 80 days each shoot.

We estimate the number of this type of commercial shoot in Wales to be about 20 with an average annual turnover 
of £250k-£2+m each. Overall this results in at least an estimated £5m-£40m contribution to the rural economy plus 
additional personal spends by visiting guns.

Commercial shoots look to sell the shot birds of the day to a game dealer and or export directly to Europe. However 
the main business value arises from shoot fees, not the sale of game meat, although in quantity this adds to the 
overall business profitability, even at low prices.

The total annual output of shot birds by these fully commercial shoots is estimated at between 400,000 and 640,000.

We estimate that exports from commercial shoots could be around 250,000 or about 25% of a total 1million game 
birds shot in Wales per annum.

4.3.3  Analysis
Strengths
Economic contribution to the rural economy
At all levels shoots contribute hugely and directly to the rural economy of Wales. The conservative total estimated 
direct economic inputs to the rural economy of Wales by shoots is at least £80m+ per annum and growing.

Aspects such as the local spend by shoots are a major source of farm incomes where land is leased and crops 
cultivated for free range pheasant rearing. Pheasant poults are purchased as is their feedstuffs; staff are employed 
to rear chicks and manage the shoot land; seasonal staff are employed to staff shoot days; contractors are employed 
for fencing, ploughing, planting etc. Other local shoot spend includes associated vehicles, fuel, staff household 
expenditure, clothing, food and drink. 
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Meanwhile shoots provide a further massive indirect contribution to the rural economy in terms of winter tourism 
and their economic input to the hospitality sector between October and February, an otherwise dire business 
time of year for the sector. Whether in the form of a local weekly shoot meeting regularly at the village pub or high 
net worth overseas shoot participants staying in 5* country house hotels, the value of this activity is immense in 
economic and social terms.

The multiplier effect (as per previous studies) means that shooting is worth at least £120m+ to the rural Wales 
economy. This is similar to the annual value of Welsh lamb exports whereas the game sector receives little or no 
public monies.

As such shoots add vibrancy to rural communities helping to make them more resilient and supporting wider social 
cohesion (including Welsh language), including maintaining traditions and local employment in rural areas. 

The value of game-keeping and land management is a significant benefit to wildlife and conservation, albeit rather 
unsung and underestimated. Our interviews show that gamekeepers (and indeed shoot owners) are passionate 
countrymen and women who are genuinely concerned about the natural environment and biodiversity in all 
aspects of their work, much of it far beyond the demands of the shoot itself.

Small shoot
South East Wales 
27 member self-keepered ‘club’ or syndicate leasing and managing 400 acres

Annual turnover £16k. Members fees pay for insurance, local agricultural contractors  
(ploughing, sowing, fencing), pullets, feedstuffs. Plus voluntary work by members. 

11 days shooting p.a. 10 guns/half guns per day

Typical day’s bag 50 birds, mainly pheasant; some partridge occasional duck.

No chiller but traditional air hanging. All birds consumed by friends and family.

The outlook for shoots is positive because of better shooting practices, higher standards and  
the shooting fraternity is better organised. BASC helps to counter ‘anti shooting’ propaganda.  
However there should be better public awareness of how shoots help  
conserve wildlife habitats, ponds, biodiversity plus their role in  
social cohesion in villages and rural life.

Club Captain

“ “
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Plentiful supplies of game meat as a food commodity have huge economic potential for Wales. It is lean, lower in fat 
and cholesterol than many other red meats and an excellent source of protein and vitamins. Pheasant and partridge 
contain high levels of iron, vitamin B(6) and selenium. Venison is high in protein, low in fat, especially saturated 
fatty acids, and has fewer calories, but higher iron levels, than other red meats. The Food Standards Agency advises 
frequent consumers of game shot with lead ammunition, especially those in vulnerable groups such as pregnant 
women, to eat less game meat. Game has provided a highly prized seasonal harvest for centuries, and those who 
already enjoy it as part of a well-balanced diet see it as one of the healthiest meats available today.

Wales is home to a wide range of food manufacturers and the sector is supported by three Food Centres in Wales 
which are available to develop innovative, value-added food products using game meat (e.g breaded pheasant 
goujons; sausages; pâtés; ready meals).

Weaknesses
However such is the recent popularity and expansion of shooting in the UK that supply is now outpacing demand. 
There is an oversupply of shot game birds in season (mainly pheasant) because there is limited demand amongst 
UK consumers or food processors. Inevitably the price for game birds has dropped dramatically, with some shoots 
actually giving the birds for free to the game dealer or primary processor. 

The situation in Wales is even more acute inasmuch as there are no Wales based primary processing facilities to 
receive and process pheasant for the food chain. Changes in the regulation of game meat handling and selling have 
also seen a demise in processing at the local and regional level.

Traditional estate
North East Wales 
Shoot staff 2 FTE plus 15 PT beaters/picker ups
Annual turnover £100-£150k
20-25 days shooting. Average 8-9 guns per day 
Typical bag: 200 birds, mainly pheasant (80%) and partridge (20%)  

10% birds consumed for personal use. 90% sold to game dealer.

We used to employ someone to pluck and dress the birds but after he retired he was not replaced. 
Local authority and trading standards regulation makes it very complicated to sell game and the 
processing costs outweigh the returns. Also there’s no real market for game meat in the UK any more. 
Compare the wholesale cost of pork per kilo (£1.50) to processed game. Even at £3 for a brace using 
just thigh and breast meat, pheasant is more than twice the price. Venison is only £1.50 a pound  
(£3 per kilo). 

There should be better marketing to increase demand and more uses could be found.  
At present I believe you can’t use minced pheasant in commercially made  
sausages because of lead. But it can go into pet food.

Gamekeeper

“

“
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Approximate total pheasant figures for Wales are somewhere between 750,000-1 million of which at least 25% 
are exported. In recent years most pheasant from Wales that is not exported has been processed by Willo Game in 
Bishop’s Castle, Shropshire. The future of this facility is currently in question since operations were suspended in 
June 2017 but at the time of compiling this report (August 2017) a rescue operation is in place for the business to 
continue.

As businesses, UK primary processors of game meat appear fragile and fail frequently a factor which has 
compounded issues for the supply chain. As well as limited demand and oversupply (and therefore low sales 
prices) processors cite commercial pressures on costs of labour, transport and especially waste disposal. A further 
significant factor is the cost of regulation and related fees for compulsory on-site Food Standards Agency staff and 
veterinary officials as well the cost of processing associated documentation.      

Former game processor 
now game distributor

North Wales 
Wholesale (B2B) fish and game distributor with small retail unit on site open to public. 
Established 25 years and with an annual turnover of £2.5m and 11 FTE/3PT staff.

The company previously processed game (and still has a game preparation room) but has now 
stopped because of regulation issues and related cost. The business now only buys in and sells 
on ready processed game from wholesale market in Wirral.

Sales are 95% fish sales and only 5% game (aproximately 100-150 birds per week in season) plus 
rabbit (up to 100 per week) and bought in venison pie mix.

We supply a wide range North Wales, Borders and Manchester restaurants and food service outlets. 
However demand for game has dropped hugely in recent years. In the 1990s sales of 2000 pheasants 
a week was the norm. High end restaurants only are the main purchasers today.

The Food Standards Agency and the need for a vet on site to inspect before plucking etc mean 
game processing is no longer viable. It’s a shame because we would otherwise employ local people 
in season for this work.  It means money leaving Wales to purchase game that is otherwise freely 
available here.

The rules mean I could still process local birds for individuals and even sell it from the on-site retail 
shop but we are not allowed to supply game we process on a wholesale basis.  

Businesses face all sorts of issues - minimum wage, pensions, business rates, electricity, fuel. Add 
onto that regulation by FSA, Trading Standards, Local Authority Health Officers and specialist waste 
disposal to Chester, you can see why we no longer process game.

Company director

“

“



Overall consumer demand for game meat is also very weak. Traditionally game was sold by retail butchers but today 
their shops are in decline and relatively little meat is sold in this way with supermarkets responsible for some 80% 
of overall food sales. The food service sector (which includes schools, hospitals, prisons, work canteens as well as 
pubs, cafes, restaurants and takeaways) accounts for a further 15% of food consumption, leaving just 5% for direct, 
specialist or niche sales.

In the UK sales of lamb, beef and pork are supported via the red meat levy which funds promotional bodies in 
England, Scotland and Wales (such as Hybu Cig). This results in widespread advertising and marketing campaigns. 
However whilst BASC and the Countryside Alliance fund some promotional activity (e.g. cooking demonstrations at 
various shows and events), there is limited funding for game meat marketing and therefore no long term strategic 
promotion of game meat to UK consumers. 
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Commercial shoot
South East Wales 
Commercial shoot and vertically integrated game business which includes hatchery, pullet 
supply and distribution. Staff include 20 FTE plus 25 seasonal workers on shoots in Wales, 
Borders and West Country. 

Turnover £2.5m

Number of shoot days in Wales 65.  

Average 8-9 guns per day. £10-12k per day (c£45 per bird)

Pheasant 85% Partridge 15%

Average bag per day 300

Apart from a few birds for guns, all birds sent to game dealer/processor.

The demand for shooting is healthy and increasing everywhere. However there needs to be greater 
investment in the promotion of eating game and education in cooking and the overall benefits of 
the meat this will in turn lead to more processing and greater uptake of game meat by consumers. 
People are looking into new developments for this in South East England where demand is good. 

There is also a need for consolidation amongst different game groups and organisations, currently 
there are a number of bodies with their own pet topics consolidation into one representing body 
will give us increased direction and a stronger voice. This needs strong leadership that is more 
professional and a greater awareness of the difficulties that face our industry as opposed to  
‘aged men in tweed suits’ with a limited view point and drive.

Shoot owner

Similarly there is very limited development of game meat as added value products or convenience foods to 
appeal more to consumers or for sale by food service providers (of e.g. pies, pâtés, curries, etc). However such 
developments may be limited by food standards regulation and/or a lack of understanding by stakeholders (for 
example many believe that it is not possible to use shot game in sausages and Pâtés).      

  

“

“
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Small syndicate
Wrexham North East Wales 
Small group of 12 volunteer members. 

Turnover £5600 p.a

10 days shooting p.a. Average 8 guns

Typical bag: 40 birds, mainly pheasant; some woodpigeon, occasional duck or rabbit

Per season: 350 pheasant; 65 duck 25 pigeons

All birds consumed for personal use (85%) or given ‘in kind’ sales in exchange for hospitality a  
local pub.

Communal chillers for smaller shoots would be good.

Shooting is booming, especially in Mid Wales. However  
no-one is marketing and promoting game meat.  
If only more people could be interested in eating it.

Syndicate lead

“

Small scale processor
Mid Wales 
Operations in small purpose built trailer with direct retail sales at farmers markets and to local 
pubs/hotels (courtesy of a Hunter’s Exemption certificate to process shot game the processor 
and her gamekeeper husband are involved in).

Sales of £12k p.a. 90% local pheasant. 

Employees: Self plus 1 PT (10 hours a week) in season

I would like to expand but if I process from other shoots then regulation by the Food Standards 
Agency and costs of vetinerary inspection are disproportionate. It would be helpful if Welsh 
Government could help fund a bigger processing unit. Also I would like to take on apprentice but as 
the work is seasonal I cannot offer full year’s training. The cost of waste (16% of turnover) is also an 
issue.

There definitely needs to be more promotion of game if demand is to increase. Consumers have 
forgotten about pheasants; older customers dying out. We want a new take on game meat products 
to make it fashionable again.

Owner

“

“

“
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Opportunities
As is often the case, the flip side of a threat can signal opportunity and interviewees were not short of ideas about 
what needs to happen to improve the current situation. However exactly who, when and how things can be 
effected was not so readily forthcoming.

To develop a significant market for Welsh game meat there firstly needs to be more well-resourced primary 
processors of scale to coordinate, connect and secure the supply chain on a more profitable, sustainable basis than 
has recently been the case. This includes pro-active sales teams to facilitate market development including exports, 
value-added products and opportunities to minimise waste costs.

There is also an excellent opportunity to develop new game meat products working with the three Welsh Food 
Centres with further potential for manufacture by other food businesses in Wales.

In terms of marketing and promotion, to date piecemeal activity has been mainly undertaken by membership 
bodies (BASC and Countryside Alliance). The wider issue of how to promote Welsh Game Meat is more complex 
without a levy system to fund marketing and advertising campaigns or a single focused promotional body or 
programme.

Other opportunities identified by respondents include the need for better handling and support (grants) for chiller 
facilities for shoots to ensure less waste and better game meat.

Threats
All interviewees were aware of the political risks associated with shooting and the fact that there is active opposition 
from pressure groups and other organisations who wish to see shooting banned as a country pursuit. 

Most interviewees cited the need for best practice and the dangers of how bad practices, including any rumoured or 
confirmed instances of dumping or burying of shot birds, which represent a huge reputational risk to all shoots.

All respondents were well aware of biosecurity issues in the light of the recent avian flu outbreak and restrictions.  

Other concerns included a possible EU led lead shot ban as well as the future of game meat post-Brexit such as 
tariffs or a ban on UK game exports. However some argued that Brexit might afford new opportunities to change 
regulations and also potentially expand game meat exports, including to other non-EU countries.

Many respondents reflected on the complexities of regulation by different bodies (e.g. Food Standards Agency; 
Local Authority Trading Standards; waste agencies) and see further rulings as a threat to their business operations 
and game meat processing.

All respondents lamented the lack of demand for game meat by consumers and that there was effectively no 
sustained marketing or promotion of scale for game meat in the UK.



Commercial shoot
North West Wales 
Employs 10 FTE plus 5 FTE (seasonal) 

Annual turnover £1.5m (growing 40% y.o.y)  

150 days per annum. Average 9 guns per day.   

Average bag size per day: Pheasant/partridge 150-200; woodcock average 15 on special day  
(only 10 days p.a. woodcock shooting)

All birds sent to game dealer/processor.

Shooting provides vital income to rural areas during the winter months and contributes 
massively to the tourism industry helping keep hotels and village pubs in business. There is a 
lack of understanding by politicians, especially AMs of the value of shooting. Visit Wales does not 
acknowledge, let alone promote shooting. Compare this to Scotland where the Visit Scotland 
website lists 75 shoots. If you enter ‘shoot’ or ‘shooting’ on the search button on Visit Wales it shows 
nothing. We also need better hotels for discerning and international visitors. There’s a current 
shortage of quality establishments.

Because shooting is so successful, there is an oversupply of game bird meat which is a healthy, free 
range product. There should be more processing and added value products but no-one is marketing 
and promoting game meat and there are no regional facilities to process and distribute it. 

Game meat could provide a low cost, local, nutritious aspect of public sector food in schools, 
hospitals, old people’s homes. Currently they often use cheap, uber-intensely reared chicken full of 
antibiotics imported from Thailand in curries, pies etc. Pheasant would be much healthier and more 
sustainable, local source of protein. 

There is potential for a regional processor plant perhaps working with Food Centre Llandrillo 
to create game meat products e.g. pork + pheasant sausages, patés etc. for local consumption. 
Regional chillers and cold rooms for small shoots are also needed.

Shoot owner
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4.4  Game meat suppliers   
As part of this study the Welsh Game Meat project team sought the views of a sample of suppliers of game meat in 
order to gain insight into the supply chain beyond primary processing. Given the limited sales and consumption 
of game meat by consumers in general, enquiries were often met with a negative response inasmuch that game 
meat was not regularly stocked and/or was available only to order. We are most grateful to those who were able to 
respond in order to give a helpful snapshot of wholesale and consumer demand. 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the issues facing the Welsh game meat industry today from the 
perspective of a sample of suppliers, we undertook a mix of telephone enquiries and face to face interviews. 

4.4.1 Our strategy
•  To communicate directly with the businesses that meet the demand by customers and end users of Welsh game 

meat 

• To gain an insight into game meat supply and distribution and to relay the positive and negative issues 

• To provide some appreciation of the different game meat on offer in Wales

4.4.2  Implementation
We contacted a range of suppliers and asked them a series of questions to establish their professional opinions and 
first hand experiences. To begin we came up with a list of questions that would be asked to all willing participants 
that looked at different areas of sale. It was then important to speak with a broad range of suppliers including 
wholesalers, butchers, farm shops to get an accurate picture. 
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4.4.3  Outcomes
Game meat wholesalers/distributors
The Welsh Game Meat team interviewed three key wholesale distributors of game meat in South East (Vin Sullivan), 
West Wales (Castell Howell) and North (Mermaid Seafoods). These businesses are long established as successful 
major wholesalers to food retailers, high end restaurants and a wide range of food service businesses. Their 
customers include many individual restaurants, bars, cafes, hotels and pub chains and they also supply large scale 
public sector contracts for e.g. schools, prisons, care homes. 

None of the wholesalers interviewed process game meat, instead they source variously from primary processors 
including Willo (Bishop’s Castle); Wirral wholesale market; Town and Country Meats (Wolverhampton); DB Foods 
(Exeter); Welsh Venison Centre (Brecon).

All of the wholesalers reported very limited demand for game meat with sales amounting to at best 5% of all fish 
and game meat sales, in many cases far less.

Points made during interviews included:

• game meat sales represent a very tiny fraction of food service sales 

• there is more awareness of venison as game meat (as opposed to pheasant and game birds)  

•  venison burgers and sausages are more popular than actual cuts of meat which tend to be ordered by ‘higher 
end’ chefs in restaurants and hotels 

•  wholesale meat buying is increasingly determined by supply chain managers not chefs (e.g pub groups). They 
are relatively conventional in outlook in terms of what they choose for common menus available across the 
chain’s outlets. They are also moving increasingly to ready meal products which require less cooking and more 
heating and serving by non-specialist staff.

•  game meat is no longer fashionable and does not feature on most consumers’ radar therefore chefs and caterers 
are not interested

•  marketing – there needs to be more promotion of game if demand is to increase in popularity plus the 
development of ready meals and processed products.  
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Butchers and farm shops (including online)

Types of Game Sold 

Establishment Type Location Game Meat Sold

Black Mountain 
Bison & Pear Tree

Butcher/ Online 
Retailer

Carmarthenshire Pheasant, duck, partridge, venison 

woodpigeon, woodcock, rabbit, hare

Black Mountain 
Smokery

Shop/Online/
Wholesale

Powys Venison, wild boar

Derwen Farm 
Shop

Farm Shop Powys Pheasant, duck, partridge, venison, rabbit

Orchard Pigs Manufacturer Wrexham Venison, mixed game pie (venison, pheasant,  
partridge, duck)

Rawlings Family 
Butchers

Butcher Gwent Pheasant, duck, partridge, venison,  
rabbit, hare

Rob Rattray Butcher Ceredigion Pheasant, partridge, venison 
woodpigeon, rabbit, hare

Rogers and Son Butcher Carmarthenshire Pheasant, partridge,  
venison, rabbit 

Trealy Farm Charcuterie Monmouthshire Duck, venison, wild boar

Woolacott’s Butcher Glamorgan Pheasant, venison, rabbit, hare

Pheasant , 7
(17%)

Partridge , 5
(12%)

Duck , 4
(10%)

Venison, 10
(24%)

Rabbit/Hare , 7
(17%)

Wild Boar , 4
(10%)

Woodpigeon , 2
(5%)

Woodcock , 1
(2%)

Grouse , 1 (2%)
Mixed Game , 1 
(2%)
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4.4.4  Overall feedback from suppliers
From speaking with suppliers we identified that venison, pheasant and rabbit were the easiest meats to obtain and 
venison and pheasant were the most popular. 

Customers not knowing how to prepare and cook game was common feedback; most preferring dressed game or 
items such as sausages, burgers, pies and pâtés for ease. It was commented on that there could be more done to 
educate the public on how easy it is to cook game. 

Willo Game was a name we heard frequently, with 27% of suppliers that we spoke to using them. Small suppliers 
reported that they are finding it difficult to find sources that they can get small quantities of game and were even 
considering stopping selling game because of this issue.   

Only one butcher told us that they used local shoots and actually shot the game they sold themselves, stating that 
they knew quality and freshness better as they were so closely involved. It was of their opinion that more suppliers 
should see how game is produced in Wales to understand the product better. 

4.4.5  Conclusion
The survey proved useful in identifying common problems at a supplier level, with some consistent feedback. By 
talking to people at a supplier level we were able to more clearly see where there are anomalies in the game meat 
production to consumer chain.  

Comments and feedback 

• Demand follows food trends set by social media and television. 

• Very happy to see game meat supplied locally, always receive good feedback from customers. 

•  People will travel a fair way if they know you have game that they want. People are keen to see interesting 
meats on offer but demand is not high. 

Issues 

Certain issues were flagged up by a number of the suppliers

• Consumers do not know how to cook game meat. 

•  Customers didn’t understand that fresh game meat is seasonal and that some of the meats are only available at 
certain times of year.  

•  Game dealers have minimum order quantities (some have increased recently) and these are often too many for 
local shops and butchers given their customer demand levels. 

• Consumer lack of knowledge of the types of game available. 
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4.5  Consumer perceptions

4.5.1  Methodology
Over the course of the project, the team attended a number of events with a branded Welsh Game Meat trailer in 
order to find out what current consumer perceptions were about the types of game meat available in Wales and 
their views and opinions on eating and using game meat. A bespoke trailer with clear Welsh Game Meat branding 
enabled the project a clear identity at the events and allowed the team to engage with the public, communicating 
about the project and listening to the views and perceptions of current and potential consumers. 

The following were the key events attended by the team:

The initial event at the Royal Welsh Winter Fair was an opportunity to promote the project to a consumer audience 
and begin engagement. This was followed up with an e-bulletin to those who expressed a desire to know more and 
be kept informed of progress.

The learning from this initial engagement was used to develop a short consumer survey postcard (Appendix 14) 
that was subsequently used at the remainder of the consumer events. The consumer survey was incentivised by  
a prize draw to win a Rhug Welsh Game Meat hamper.

Date Event Location

28-29 November 2016 Royal Welsh Winter  
Fair 2016 

Builth Wells, Powys

20-21 May 2017 Royal Welsh Spring 
Festival 2017 

Builth Wells, Powys

8-9 July 2017 North Wales Country 
Fair 

Rhug Estate, Corwen, 
Denbighshire

24-27 July 2017 Royal Welsh Show  
2017 

Builth Wells, Powys

9 August 2017 Vale of Glamorgan 
Agricultural Show 

Fonmon Castle 
Grounds, Nr Barry
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4.5.2 Results 

A synopsis of the comments gained from the consumer survey conducted at the four consumer events shows:

4.5.3 Conclusion

The consumer engagement proved useful and provided insight into consumer views on whether people consume 
game meat, the types of game consumed and whether people enjoy eating it. However it should be noted that 
these were predominantly country events where it seems the majority of consumers surveyed have eaten game  
and enjoyed it, with pheasant and venison proving the people’s favourite game.

Question Comments

1. What do you consider to be game meat? Pheasant, venison, partridge, grouse, food, guinea fowl, 
something that’s been in the wild, duck, rabbit, wild game 
animals, any meat that has had a wild lifestyle, feather and fur, 
meat from shot animals 

2. Have you eaten game meat? Out of 231 surveyed, 220 have eaten game, 11 have not tried it 

3. If so, what type? Pheasant, venison (both were most popular eaten by those 
surveyed)  

4. Did you like it? Majority of people surveyed said yes they did like it, with 5 
saying no they didn’t like game meat 

5. Any other comments? Interested to find other ways to cook it

So easy to cook, especially if you are in a hurry

Hard to get hold of - I wish it was more available

Not enough in supermarkets

Nice eating, provenance matters

Game meat always tastes fresher – delicious

Need more people to sell it

Good initiative to bring game back to Wales

There ought to be less waste of game birds

More promotion needed

Wonderful taste, very underestimated

No central place for larder facilities – need one in North Wales area

Introduce Game cookery to school children

Game meat is good & healthy



Conclusions



Key issues and opportunities for 
the future of Welsh Game Meat.
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The Welsh Game Meat project was established to 
examine key issues and themes pertinent to the 
supply chain of Welsh game meat. 
One of the most pressing issues was the lack of background information and Wales-specific data that would 
help map and quantify annual supplies of different types of game meat. 

To address this gap, the Welsh Game Meat project has reviewed available data and resources, researched both 
historical and current practices, (including a dedicated BASC members’ survey – Appendix 5) and provided a 
comprehensive narrative with pertinent insights.

Working with BASC as lead partner, the Welsh Game Meat project team established the inclusive Project Advisory 
Group (PAG), so that for the first time a diverse sector cluster has brought together all relevant game organisations 
and bodies to focus specifically on Wales.

The desk research and in-depth interviews undertaken for this project show that the size, scale, value of the game 
meat supply chain in Wales is much greater than is generally realized. 

Other conclusions are that: 

1. There are many positives associated with shoots in Wales
•  At all levels shoots contribute hugely to rural economy via local spend; farm incomes (leases); employment; 

contractors; winter tourism/hospitality sector.

•  There has been significant growth in shooting across UK in last two years (2015-17) with highest increase in rural 
Wales (especially Mid Wales).

• Demand for shooting is increasing (anecdotally there are reports of 40% year on year growth by some shoots).

• Gamekeeping and associated land management deliver many benefits to wildlife and conservation. 

• Shoots add vibrancy to rural communities and foster social cohesion.

• The value of shoots to the economy of rural Wales is conservatively estimated to be at least £120m.

2. However there are also challenges for the game meat supply chain
Amongst other findings we conclude that there is:

• A lack of routine independent, reliable data on levels of activity and amount of game meat produce annually.  

• No overall strategic policy/strategy for shooting and game meat in Wales. 

•  No primary game meat processing facilities as Approved Game Handling Establishment (AGHE) are located in 
Wales.

•  Primary processor payments to shoots are often unstable and UK game dealers frequently fail financially. They 
cite processing costs of labour/collection/wastage rates/onsite FSA regulation/waste disposal/seasonality/
market price/low demand. 

• There is confusion amongst producers about the regulations governing the processing of game meat.

•  The regulatory framework militates against local processing and sales into the wider food supply chain. Whilst 
small scale direct retail sales to consumers are possible, the costs associated with on-site veterinary inspection, 
Food Standards Agency and Local Authority regulations hugely limit processing of game by local wholesalers 
who normally supply the catering and food service sector.
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•  The majority of produce from Welsh shoots, in particular the commercial shoots, goes to England or beyond – 
very little returns to the Wales hospitality sector/retailers/consumers.

•  Large scale catering wholesalers and game meat distributors in Wales source much of their game meat from 
suppliers in England. This means a lost opportunity for local jobs in Wales and procurement of locally sourced 
and processed game meat in the food service sector.

•  As well as no primary processing facility in Wales, very little value is added to game meat by way of new food 
product development.  

•  A number of primary shoots are not equipped with appropriate refrigeration and/or qualified food handling 
expertise.

• Few multiples (supermarkets) stock game meat and consumer demand is low.

•  Most importantly there is no coherent professional/strategic marketing or promotion of game meat in the UK. 
Whereas red meat (lamb, beef, pork) promotions are well funded by a compulsory levy by livestock producers 
which in turn finances (e.g Hybu Cig Cymru and similar bodies in the other home nations), no such strategic or 
promotional body for game meat exists in the UK.

3. There are also many opportunities
The flip side of these drawbacks means however that there are excellent opportunities to develop a better future for 
game meat and the potential to add value and possibly create new businesses and jobs in rural Wales, in particular 
given some of the excellent advisory and financial support schemes offered by Welsh Government.

To develop a profitable market for Welsh game meat, above all the future of primary processing in Wales needs to be 
addressed. The single destination of most game meat from Wales is Willo Game at Bishop’s Castle and that continues 
to be an important facility. However, even when fully operational, there is more pheasant produced than can be 
processed via that site for a variety of reasons. Not least many of the Welsh shoots are a long distance from the site. 
Other detracting factors relate to the lack of shoots with chillers and the need for refrigerated transportation which 
can also result in many shot birds being unsuitable for processing as meat. 
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To develop a significant market for Welsh game meat there therefore needs to be more well-resourced primary 
processors of scale to coordinate, connect and secure the supply chain on a more profitable, sustainable basis than 
has recently been the case. 

This should include pro-active sales teams to facilitate market development including exports, value-added 
products and opportunities to use waste by-products to reduce associated bio-waste disposal costs. 

Also at a local level, shoots need to be coordinated and collaborate better to supply the primary processor with 
well kept, quality shot game that can perhaps be collected from a single source in a given area or supplied directly 
to local outlets perhaps via regional pilot processing and distribution facilities. Developments could involve 
community chillers and/or community preparation units/cold stores to enable smaller shoots to coordinate and 
supply game ready for collection by a processor or to sell plucked/skinned small game directly to local outlets.

It is possible that Welsh Government Rural Development Plan (RDP) funds could help facilitate one or more pilot 
projects by individual entrepreneurs or cooperative groups to address the above opportunities. 

4. More added value for Welsh game meat could be attained   
•  Connecting and developing the supply chain of game meat from primary processor to existing Wales based 

food manufacturers of game meat products (e.g. pies, pâtés, ready meals). 

•  Creating new Welsh game products and branding, potentially with the help of the three Welsh Food Centres 
and/or with the many successful related savoury food production companies in Wales.

•  Similarly there is potential for the use of game meat in pet food products which would contribute to 
sustainability and environmental objectives to reduce waste. 

•  A consolidated strategic policy and delivery plan could help facilitate market development, including export. 
This is particularly salient in terms of Brexit and the potential for international markets beyond Europe, including 
India and China where demand for protein foods is escalating exponentially. 
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•  To stimulate awareness and consumer demand for game meat there needs to be a step change in perception 
and food trends. To some extent this has happened recently in terms of venison which is now more fashionable 
as a source of lean protein (albeit much of it increasingly farmed and imported from New Zealand). Given 
that many high end chefs and foodies value free range and traditional foods there is the potential for this to 
influence consumer demand following a successful TV series or similar. Such activity would form part of a wider 
game meat promotional strategy and market development programme.

5. Skills - training and education initiative
A clear conclusion from the study is that primary producers (shoots) would benefit from increased and more 
in-depth education around game handling in order for more and better quality game to enter the supply chain. 
Improving the current training available for shoots on game handling and developing better guidance on 
interpretation and understanding of the Wild Game Guide would clearly help, perhaps via LANTRA as well as 
membership bodies.

Similarly more training and guidance is required for butchers, chefs, restaurant owners etc on how to source,  
supply and use game meat.

Next steps...
The Welsh Game Meat project was a short study (9 months effectively) to investigate and articulate the 
current picture of game meat in Wales. During this period significant issues emerged, most notably the 
urgency surrounding the available processing of shot game birds from Welsh shoots.

The project team has shared interim findings with the Project Advisory Group (PAG) and is publishing 
and disseminating this report to stakeholders. Meanwhile in response to demands by stakeholders the 
team has also undertaken additional work to inform the sector of available Welsh Government food 
business support schemes in Wales.

Beyond October 2017 and to build on this work undertaken to date, it is clear that a strategic plan should 
be drawn up for the future of the Welsh game meat sector. Indeed the recent document Rural Wales – Time 
to Meet the Challenge of 2025 (June 2017) by Baroness Eluned Morgan AM recommended strongly that ‘a 
sustainable Welsh game meat and shell fish strategy should be developed’.

As this feasibility study has shown, there is huge potential with positive implications for sustaining and 
increasing jobs in rural areas whilst also supporting Welsh food manufacturing and exports. It can also 
offer valuable knock-on effects for tourism and hospitality businesses and thereby help ensure resilient 
communities and supply them with traceable, local, free range, quality meat.

Wales perhaps has much to learn from Scotland where shoots are well respected and proudly valued a 
part of the country’s rural traditions and culture. Their contribution to tourism and ‘Scotland - the brand’ 
has been widely acknowledged and highly prized game meat features prominently in Scottish cuisine.
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